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We live in a new era of Big Data, the era of insights. While our capacity to collect real-time data has grown significantly over the past decade, our ability to analyze that data to turn it into knowledge has not kept pace. With new generations of devices and network technologies, the focus of Big Data is shifting toward the design of tools and applications able to extract information from collected data. The majority of emerging applications present expectations of near-real-time processing to maintain the validity of their results. However, guaranteeing their performance requirements is hampered by the traditional Cloud system designs and management strategies. Current systems for Big Data applications rely on heterogeneous resources distributed across the constrained Edge and the powerful Cloud. In addition, the applications are now created as a set of self-contained microservices, developed by independent teams following the DevOps practices. This evolution of systems designs has introduced extreme heterogeneity and uncertainty into emerging applications, highlighting the limitations of traditional management strategies.

In this thesis, we focus on designing a system for Big Data applications that rethinks existing management strategies with a particular emphasis on the heterogeneity of incoming data, applications, and resources. We first study the decoupling of data producers and consumers in emerging microservice-based applications as the entry point to effectively leverage available services, even newly published ones. Accordingly, we propose a data-driven service discovery framework based on data-centric service descriptions and rely on a Peer-to-Peer data-driven architecture. In addition, we present an adaptation scheme that scales deployed microservices to tackle the impact of fluctuating load on real-time performance. Second, we investigate the trade-off between the quality and urgency of the results in Big Data applications as a promising strategy to overcome the limited and heterogeneous capacity of system resources. In particular, we present a data-driven workflow scheduling approach to distribute microservices across the edge of the network, the core, and along the data path. Additionally, we propose a data adaptation strategy that reduces the quality of incoming data when potential quality-latency trade-off optimizations are available. We then apply the proposed approaches in the context of Deep Learning applications.
La capacité à collecter des données en temps réel a considérablement augmenté au cours de la dernière décennie. Pourtant, la capacité d’analyser ces données pour les exploiter n’a pas suivi la même progression. Avec le développement des appareils connectés et des technologies réseau, le Big Data a fait émerger des outils et des applications capables d’extraire des informations à partir des données collectées. La majorité des applications issues du Big Data nécessitent un traitement en temps réel pour maintenir la pertinence de leurs résultats. Cependant, garantir la performance en temps réel est entravé par les stratégies de gestion traditionnelles des systèmes Cloud. Les systèmes actuels pour les applications Big Data reposent sur des ressources hétérogènes allant de la périphérie du réseau (faible latence mais puissance limitée) jusqu’au Cloud (latence importante mais disposant d’important puissance de traitement).

Par ailleurs, les applications sont de plus en plus créées sous la forme d’un ensemble de services autonomes, développés par des équipes indépendantes. Cette évolution des conceptions de systèmes a introduit une hétérogénéité et une incertitude extrêmes dans les applications émergentes, mettant en évidence les limites des stratégies de gestion traditionnelles.

Cette thèse s’intéresse à la conception d’un système pour les applications Big Data (puis plus précisément des applications de Deep Learning) qui repense les stratégies de gestion existantes avec un accent particulier sur l’hétérogénéité des données entrantes, des applications et des ressources. Nous étudions d’abord la problématique d’accès à des services ou des types de services sans être en mesure de connaître leurs identifiants (par exemple leur nom précis). Puis dans un second temps, nous étudions le compromis entre la qualité et l’accesibilité des résultats dans les applications de Big Data pour proposer une stratégie prometteuse pour surmonter la capacité limitée et hétérogène des ressources système. Un aperçu de chaque contribution de cette thèse est présenté ci-dessous :

La découverte de services basée sur les données. La découverte de services est le processus de localisation d’un fournisseur de services approprié aux besoins du client. Les approches actuelles recherchent l’emplacement de services particuliers à l’aide de leurs identifiants. Cependant, les systèmes actuels incluent des services dynamiques, avec des implémentations hétérogènes, et parfois sans identifiants. Dans cette thèse, nous choisissons une approche originale en nous concentrant sur des informations liées
aux données plutôt que sur des identifiants. Cette approche est basée sur une description de microservices centrés sur les données et sur une architecture Peer-to-Peer pour couvrir de vastes zones géographiques.

**Un schéma d’adaptation des microservices basé sur les données.** Le trafic entrant des applications de Big Data est hétérogène en termes de type, format et qualité des données. De plus, il se caractérise par un taux de génération de données dynamique. Une approche pour contrôler la latence des applications consiste à mettre à l’échelle les services, ce qui correspond à l’augmentation ou la diminution de leur capacité de calcul. La plupart des approches traditionnelles reposent uniquement sur des métriques liées à l’infrastructure ou aux applications sans tenir compte de l’hétérogénéité du trafic. Dans cette thèse, la mise à l’échelle est effectuée selon des métriques liées aux données et pour des groupes de microservices ayant les mêmes données d’entrée.

**Une évaluation expérimentale de l’approche de découverte de services.** Le routage du trafic et la supervision des microservices sont réalisés par le project *Istio*. Cependant, ce projet ne prend pas en charge la création d’une approche de découverte basée sur les données avec des garanties de qualité de service. Dans cette thèse, un ensemble de services de gestion est développé pour intégrer la découverte de micro-service proposée dans *Istio*. L’évaluation des approches proposées sur *Grid’5000* a montré que la plate-forme peut maintenir une latence et un pourcentage de requêtes traitées acceptables tout en utilisant efficacement les ressources système.

**Une approche de compromis latence-précision du traitement des données.** La mise à l’échelle des microservices pour garantir une faible latence n’est pas toujours possible en raison des ressources limitées et hétérogènes des systèmes actuels. Par conséquent, il est nécessaire d’adopter des approches de gestion des données et de workflow. Les travaux existants tendent à traiter ces deux aspects indépendamment, traitent rarement l’ensemble du flux de travail de l’application et manquent de formulations générales des approches proposées. Cette thèse présente une nouvelle méthode de compromis latence-précision basée sur la combinaison d’un approche d’adaptation de la qualité des données et d’une approche de placement de workflow.

**Une évaluation expérimentale dans le cadre du Deep Learning.** Les applications de Deep Learning nécessitent que les décisions soient prises en temps réel tout en s’appuyant sur des ressources hétérogènes et limitées. Dans cette thèse nous avons
évalué sur Grid’5000 la méthode de compromis proposée sur un cas d’utilisation d’application Deep Learning. Les résultats de l’évaluation ont montré un gain de latence de traitement des données allant jusqu’à 54,4% dans un scénario multi-utilisateurs avec une qualité de traitement supérieure à un seuil.
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1.1 Context

The exponential growth of digital data sources connected to the network empowers businesses, academia, and the quality of human life. For instance, the applications designed to prevent natural disasters such as early earthquake warning systems [1] analyze geoscience data produced by sensors in real-time to protect human lives. The generated digital data are characterized by several features such as their Variety, Volume, Velocity, and Value [2]. Variety comprises various types, resolutions, and data formats, including videos, audios, documents, and others. For example, in agricultural applications, the data collected can be, among others, images from cameras, drones, satellites, and sound data for locating livestock [3,4]. Data Velocity relates to the data creation rate. For instance, after the outbreak of COVID-19, every aspect of life moved online. According to the 2021 DOMO report, every 1 minute, 240k photos are shared on Facebook, and users stream 694k hours of content on YouTube [5]. In addition, the Value of the data refers to the information they might hold.

Extracting the values from real-time data requires applications able to process data in a timely manner. Guaranteeing the real-time requirements is one of the main reasons
driving the evolution of infrastructures and applications designs [6, 7]. Traditionally, infrastructures are based on geographically centralized data centers [8]. Due to the volume of generated data and limited network capacity, traditional systems suffer from high latency. Therefore, there has been recent interest in moving resources from data centers located at the network’s core to near data producers at the network’s edge. The distributed design of current infrastructures triggered an evolution in the way applications are implemented and deployed. In particular, the ongoing race to anticipate the Cloud-Native mindset [9] created a growing emergence of the microservice paradigm. This paradigm [10] is an application design that consists of decomposing traditional large applications into sets of self-contained and loosely coupled services that interact over the network. The 2019 research report from the International Data Corporation (IDC) expected that, by 2022, around 90% of newly developed applications would feature the microservices architectures [11].

The current landscape of infrastructures designs, applications paradigms, and the growth of generated data added new challenges to the management of emerging applications. First, the microservice-based applications are dynamic, created by different entities, and have several microservices implementations. Each entity continuously publishes new microservices or removes existing ones based on their needs [12]. These microservices are not aware of each other’s functionality [13] and mostly lack explicit identifiers. Furthermore, several microservices offer the same functionality but with different quality of service and accept specific data characteristics. For example, in a video analytics system, several implementations of the object detection service exist [14,15]; each provides specific analysis performance, consumes different resources, and accepts particular data type and resolution. Consequently, at a specific time, what exists in a microservice-based environment is not guaranteed, and the selected implementations affect the critical performance of current applications. Second, the number of data sources is dynamic during the application runtime where new data producers can continuously join the system, and existing ones may leave [16]. For example, for data sources that correspond to mobile smartphones, users voluntarily start or stop providing their data for the application [17]. Each data producer generates particular data and aims to utilize available microservices developed to process their specific data. Due to the fluctuating load, the traffic that each microservice receives is not known in advance, which can cause an increase in their response time. Third, in real-time deployments, the available resources are geographically distributed, limited, and provide different computing, memory, storage, and bandwidth capacities. These resources may
range from embedded devices featuring limited capacities to large data centers [18]. Using these resources to deploy time-sensitive Big Data applications requires additional strategies to control the distribution of resources among heterogeneous data sources and microservices.

In this regard, management approaches that overcome these challenges are necessary to maintain the efficiency of time-sensitive applications. Several systems and tools are created to manage Big Data applications in distributed environments and on different system levels (such as resource, data, and application-level). However, their approaches are mostly considered goal-based approaches driven by the system needs to meet a certain quality of service requirements and offer specific functionality to the system’s users. These approaches are usually based on explicit assumptions tailored to answer the system’s objective. In the context of Big Data applications, adopting goal-driven approaches in real-world deployments is inefficient due to the extreme heterogeneity and uncertainty of emerging applications. Hence, it is crucial to design novel approaches with reasoning built on the characterization of current environments and generated data. Data-driven management approaches are fundamentally different from existing goal-driven ones, but they can complement each other to leverage available services and resources effectively.

This thesis designs a system that relies on data-driven approaches for managing Big Data applications in distributed environments. Among existing Big Data applications, this thesis put an emphasis on Deep Learning applications. The proposed system rethinks current goal-driven management strategies with a particular focus on the characteristics of the generated data, the application, and the infrastructure. To tackle the challenges of the current landscape presented above, we formulate the research questions of this thesis in Section 1.2.

### 1.2 Research Questions

With the technological advancements, our capacity to collect data has grown significantly [19]. However, the potential of using these data in making efficient management decisions for real-world deployments is not sufficiently addressed in current Big Data systems. Hence, this thesis aims to create a system providing data-driven management on multiple system levels for emerging time-sensitive Big Data applications. This goal was further decomposed into three sets of research questions that address the challenges of current microservice-based applications mentioned in Section 1.1. This section
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presents the research questions in the order in which they were addressed in the thesis:

• **RQ1:** Can using data products help select, from even recently published unidentified microservices, the best microservice implementation for a data source?

• **RQ2:** How to minimize the impact of fluctuating and heterogeneous incoming load on the latency of microservice-based applications? How suitable is the adopted strategy in avoiding the misuse of system resources?

• **RQ3:** How to distribute a data processing workflow across a computing continuum with heterogeneous and limited resources at the edge of the network, the core, and along the data path? How the system should respond to an increase in data producers? How it affects the quality and the latency of processing?

This thesis targets these questions while focusing on collected data related to the application, the infrastructure, and the incoming data. The RQ1 focuses on addressing the challenge of dynamic microservices having multiple implementations created by different entities with no explicit identifiers. Addressing this challenge is seen as the entry point to effectively leverage available services, even newly published ones. The RQ2, on the other hand, targets the need for adapting the capacity of specific microservices according to the incoming load. The RQ3 aims to identify a mechanism that can reduce the end-to-end latency of Big Data applications (precisely Deep Learning applications) when processing data on limited and heterogeneous resources.

1.3 Structure of the Manuscript

The manuscript includes seven chapters in total. Each chapter provides the required background for the mentioned concepts and an overview of the related literature. This section presents the outline of the manuscript and the accepted papers.

1.3.1 Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents the context of my research and an overview of the contributions regarding data-driven management in distributed systems. The context includes a description of the current landscape of system designs and highlights their limitations in dealing with the requirements of emerging applications.
Chapter 1: Introduction

- Chapter 3 presents a data-driven resource management approach able to provide users the best microservices implementations matching their needs without relying on explicit identifiers. This chapter addresses the research question RQ1.

- Chapter 4 presents a service adaptation scheme designed to tackle the challenge of fluctuating discovery load. It shows the implementation details and evaluation results of the proposed system on a real testbed. This chapter addresses the research questions in RQ2.

- Chapter 5 introduces data and workflow management solutions to cope with the limited and heterogeneous resource capacity of current infrastructures. It manages a tradeoff between the critical latency requirement and the quality of processing. This chapter addresses the research questions in RQ3.

- Chapter 6 evaluates the impact of the approaches presented in Chapter 5 on the performance of a specific Deep Learning application use case. The evaluations are conducted on a real testbed and the results provide concrete answers to the research questions in RQ3.

- Chapter 7 summarizes our contributions and discusses the perspectives.

1.3.2 Accepted research publications

Papers in International Conferences


Papers in National Conferences

- Zeina Houmani. "Déploiement et validation d’une architecture microservices pour la découverte de services pilotée par les données". In the Conférence d’informatique en Parallélisme, Architecture et Système (COMPAS’19). Anglet, France, juin 2019. (Conference without proceedings)
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2.1 Introduction

With the development of technologies, wireless networks and devices, new big data applications are being introduced, such as Virtual Reality (VR) [20], autonomous vehicles [21], multimedia processing [22] and others. These applications have several requirements to guarantee their effectiveness and well-functioning. They often demand high computing and bandwidth capacity, as well as real-time processing. A high-quality VR application, for example, needs to send 240 frames per second with a total volume of compressed data larger than 1Gb per second [23].

Guaranteeing these requirements in current systems is challenging due to the escalation in the number of high-quality data sources (such as 4k and 360° cameras) and the increase in the heterogeneity of applications and infrastructures. The heterogeneity of infrastructures refers to resources with different computing and network capacities.
The heterogeneity of applications refers to service implementations providing the same functionality but with specific Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees and data inputs. Thus, there is a need to rethink current management approaches to take this heterogeneity into account while managing emerging applications. In this context, we present a data-driven system that manages applications on data, workflow, and resource levels.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents a literature review of current Cloud system designs. Section 2.3 highlights the limitations of current systems in dealing with emerging applications. Afterward, in Section 2.4, we put forward a multi-level data-driven platform for managing current applications. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.

2.2 Cloud System Design: Current Landscape

The exponential growth of the data generated and the continuous emergence of applications with Quality of Service (QoS) requirements are driving the evolution of how we build systems. This section describes the changes in the infrastructural designs of current systems (Section 2.2.1), their software architectures (Section 2.2.2), as well as the management of the interactions between software components (Section 2.2.3).

2.2.1 The Evolution of Cloud-based Infrastructural Designs

Cloud computing [6,7,24] is defined as a model for enabling convenient and on-demand access, via the internet, to configurable computing resources, including physical and virtual servers, data storage, applications, development tools, and others. The resources are deployed in clusters and managed by certified providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and AlefEdge [25]. Furthermore, clients can access applications and data from a Cloud anywhere and anytime [26].

Traditionally, Cloud computing is based on geographically centralized data centers. Guaranteeing the requirement of emerging data-driven applications by solely using centralized computing was not feasible. This required an evolution of centralized Cloud designs to decentralized models. In this section, we present centralized and some decentralized Cloud computing designs.
2.2.1.1 Centralized Cloud computing

Traditional Cloud computing revolves around a pool of large, geographically centralized, and virtualized resources stored in remote data centers located far from data sources. These resources correspond to computing power, storage, platforms, and services granted to users over the internet for a fee. Centralized Cloud provides benefits for both users and businesses [27]. Demanding infrastructures from Cloud providers decrease the costs of purchasing, installing, configuring, and managing private infrastructures in the organizations. In addition, it increases productivity and infrastructure agility due to the ready-to-use tools, hardware, and services. On the other hand, users will have access from anywhere and anytime to the platform with a price based on the pay-as-you-go cost model. Furthermore, Cloud computing provides elasticity of resources as they can adapt to users’ demands, making services more reliable.

Despite bringing numerous advantages, centralized Cloud computing poses some serious limitations after the growth of communication technologies, devices, and real-time applications [24]. With the humongous increase in the number of data sources and the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) with high-resolution data (such as 4k images and 360° videos), the load increased substantially. At the same time, data sources are usually connected to Cloud data centers via wireless networks, which forward the generated data to the central servers. These networks have a limited bandwidth, which means a finite limit to the amount of data that can be transferred across the network to the centralized Cloud. Even with the development of network technologies (such as next-generation 5G wireless technology [28]), the improvement of network capacity to accommodate a large volume of data remains limited, and the cost of integrating these technologies can be high. Hence, sending a large volume of data from devices to the Cloud will certainly create serious delay bottlenecks and unstable network connectivity, which can be disastrous for time-critical applications such as autonomous vehicles and health-related applications (e.g., [29], [30] and [31]). In addition, other limitations exist for the centralized Cloud model, such as the high energy consumption of large data centers [32], the single-point of failure of centralized processing, less mobility support, and the security aspects of exchanging sensitive or personal data between devices and data centers [33]. Thus, an evolution of centralized Cloud infrastructural design to a decentralized model is inevitable to deal with the QoS requirements of emerging applications and distribute computing load over geographically diverse resources.
2.2.1.2 Decentralized Cloud computing

The basic principle of a decentralized Cloud is locating resources closer to data producers, and processing collected data at the edge of the network. Compared to centralized computing, these resources are distributed, heterogeneous in terms of computing and storage capacity, and have lower processing and storage capabilities than Cloud data centers [6]. The proximity of computing resources to data can deliver substantial benefits to businesses and users. Companies can integrate technologies near data sources to collect timely insights from data and, if applicable, take early actions. In addition, they can filter unnecessary or redundant information within the raw data to reduce bandwidth usage and storage cost, which also promotes energy savings and both quality of service and experience improvements. Another benefit of decentralized computing is enabling geospatial analysis for location-aware applications [34] and improving the security of exchanged data by applying security policies at the edge of the network [35].

Users, on the other hand, benefit from faster and more reliable services with better user experiences.

Different types of decentralized models for Cloud computing exist [6]. In this section, we focus on Edge computing, Fog computing, and Edge-to-Cloud computing.

**Edge computing.** It is a network layer providing local computing capabilities by taking advantage of nearby Edge devices. Edge devices correspond to physical hardware with memory, storage, and computing capacity. These devices are located at or near the physical location of data sources. Edge computing exploits the computing and storage capabilities of Edge devices which limit the resource waste [24]. In addition, it allows executing data processing operations at the edge of the network, which can reduce the volume of data and identify trends. However, even with the growth of these devices and the increase in their computing capacity, the available local resources continue to be constrained, making them unable to cope with the full computing requirements of these applications. Consequently, Edge devices frequently rely on the powerful resources at the Cloud data centers to execute the more complex processing tasks [36]. In the literature, it is referred to as task offloading [37]. Relying on Cloud resources requires transferring a large volume of data back to the Cloud. This re-exposes the inherent shortcomings of the centralized Cloud.

**Fog computing.** It is an approach for expanding traditional Cloud computing capabilities at the edge of the network by providing a large amount of storage, communica-
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tion, and computing resources [7]. It introduces an intermediate physical infrastructure layer between data producers and Cloud data centers. This layer is tightly linked to the existence of a Cloud and cannot operate in a standalone mode [8]. Fog computing supports features such as mobility and location awareness, low latency, and virtualization. Fog nodes correspond to any device with computing, storage, and network connectivity. The computing capacity of Fog nodes is heterogeneous [7,38]. Examples of Fog devices include switches, routers, embedded servers, and Cloudlets. The latter is a small-scale Cloud data center located near data producers [39]. It benefits from Virtual Machines (VM), which permit the available resources to scale based on the load. Unlike other Fog nodes, it can operate disconnectedly from Cloud services. Fog nodes usually have higher computing capacity than Edge devices. This increases the possibility of carrying out more intensive data processing operations near the edge of the network, reducing the need to transfer large data volume to the Cloud.

**Edge-to-Cloud computing.** It is a computing paradigm where computational, storage, and network resources are integrated into a multi-level hierarchy along the data path between the Edge and the network’s core. Hence, unlike previous models, this computing paradigm does not focus on a particular dimension (Edge, Fog, or Cloud). Still, it allows leveraging the computing on Edge devices, Fog nodes (referred to as In-transit nodes), and Cloud data centers. In the literature, this paradigm is referred to as a “Computing Continuum” [18,36,38]. Each infrastructure level within the continuum consists of a set of nodes offering a specific storage and computing capacity. Each level is connected to its peer infrastructure level via a network link with a particular bandwidth capacity. As we move in the hierarchy closer to data producers, the capacity of the nodes and bandwidth link decrease.

Leveraging the computing continuum to support time-critical and/or location-aware applications was recently explored in [40] with an Earthquake Early Warning use case. It consists of mapping the application workflow to resources along the data path to get early insights and reduce the volume of data to be transferred across the continuum. As Fog nodes have a higher computing capacity than Edge devices, they perform preprocessing operations on the collected data and take actions if applicable. If heavy processing operations are needed, the data are sent toward Cloud data centers to leverage the high computing capacities of deployed servers. Other use cases exist, such as in vehicular industry [41] and healthcare [42].
2.2.2 Shift from Monolithic to Microservices Paradigm

The evolution of infrastructure designs and the rising tendency of organizations to adopt Cloud-based systems forced an evolution in software architectural styles to leverage current infrastructures. The ongoing trend of Cloud-Native computing [43] focuses on building applications that exploit the flexibility, scalability, and resilience of Cloud computing. Traditional software designs failed to fit the current trend as they were not designed for Cloud-based systems or due to their anti-patterns in practice. This section presents the evolution of architectural designs from the traditional monolithic pattern to the Cloud-Native microservices paradigm.

2.2.2.1 Monolithic design and drawbacks

The traditional application architecture is *Monolithic*. It consists of creating an application as a single binary artifact and then decomposing it internally (with code refactoring) into horizontal layers [44]. The layered design consists of 3 main tiers, each performing a specific role within the application [45]: Presentation layer, Business logic layer, and Data access layer. The data access layer is the first layer to be built in practice. It enforces access rules to data stored in the application’s data store. The business logic layer is the middle layer of the design. It contains the functional logic driving the application’s core services. They are usually implemented using frameworks that provide libraries and tools to build applications such as Microsoft .NET Framework and Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) framework [46]. The presentation layer is the front-end user interface that the client uses to interact with the application.

As monoliths continue to rule the environment, several issues were detected:

1. Strong coupling of code within and between the layers. This makes it hard to add changes to the applications and causes code issues that require considerable time to fix, test and deploy;

2. Reliability issue. A bug in any functionality can potentially bring down the entire application;

3. Strong coupling between the development teams. Each code change must be carefully coordinated among teams due to the tight coupling of functionalities. This hinders the application agility and slows down the development process;
4. The application can only support one programming language. This reduces the flexibility of the development team in using specific technologies or libraries, which will affect their productivity;

5. “Scale-everything” issue. Even if only a single functionality requires adaptation to the load, engineers must scale the entire artifact multiple times. This leads to a misuse of the system resources.

The list of issues of this application design goes on. These problems have led to an architectural refactoring of applications [47] and the emergence of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA).

2.2.2.2 Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and anti-patterns

The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) consists of decomposing large applications into sets of “services” [48–50]. A service is a self-contained module that embodies the code and the data required to perform certain operations (such as business functions, authentication, etc.). The service boundaries are based on business capabilities without a specific size.

SOA introduces a service provider, a service consumer, and a service definition [51]. A service provider is an entity that provides services to another party. A service consumer is any type of software component that demands the service. To access it, the consumer sends a request according to the provider’s invocation interface. This standard interface is defined in the service definition of the provider. A service definition specifies, among others, one or more operations that comprise the request format and, optionally, the response messages [52–54]. The exchange of requests and response messages between service consumers and providers is done via an Enterprise Service Bus ESB [55]. It is a centralized software component that performs a set of operations such as message routing, conversion of communication protocols, conversion of message formats, and monitoring. It contains a component called service registry that stocks the service definition of all the available service providers in the system and makes them available to the ESB and to service consumers [56].

The SOA design provides software engineers with several benefits [57]:

1. Simultaneous development. Every service can be developed, tested, and deployed by a separate team which significantly reduce development time;
2. Using different languages and technologies. Developers can choose the language that best suits the services and their purpose;

3. Reusability of services. As services are self-contained and use standard interfaces, they can be incorporated into new applications without wasting time and effort on duplicating existing services.

In addition, for organizations, SOA affects positively the businesses [57]:

1. Faster time to market. This is due to the faster development and upgrading of functionalities in comparison to monolithic design;

2. Scalability. Unlike a monolithic application, there is no need to scale the entire application to deal with a load of specific functionalities. Services can be scaled independently based on the load, which leads to better use of resources;

3. Increase the reliability of the application. For example, if one service is down, only the operations provided by this service will be affected and not the entire application.

After years of using SOA in practice, some anti-patterns were identified, such as: 1) many SOA applications implements in the ESB a set of operations for communication management which turn the Enterprise Bus into a single monolithic artifact [56]. As the service providers and consumers use this component to interact, once it is down, the entire application will be affected; 2) there is no guidance about the service granularity in SOA. So, when a service integrates multiple operations, it turns to a monolithic application; 3) sharing databases between services. Managing the data of multiple services in the same database couple development teams, complexify database replication, force the use of the same database technologies, and cause security risks.

Traditional SOA did not fit the Cloud-Native approach. So, software engineers created from the SOA a new architectural design to deal with these anti-patterns and increase the agility, resiliency, and scalability of service-based applications. This design is the microservices paradigm.

2.2.2.3 MicroServices-based Architecture MSA

The microservice architectural style was officially introduced in 2012 as “an approach to developing a single application as a suite of small services, each running in its
own process and communicating with lightweight mechanisms, often an HTTP resource API” [10]. In more detail, the characteristics of microservices are as follow:

- **Fine-grained services.** Each service is responsible for a well-defined functionality [58–61]. In practice, deciding the size of the functionality in the microservices paradigm is not an easy task, and it depends on the use cases of the system [62–65]. Making microservices not granular enough will turn them into monolithic, and making them too granular might increase the application’s latency due to extra remote calls over the network [44].

- **Database-per-microservice.** Each service is self-contained and controls its own private data store [66–68]. This increases the scalability of services as the database can be easily scaled in a database cluster when the microservice needs to scale with the load. In addition, it helps to enhance the security of the data and the agility of the development process [69]. In the literature, there are two other mainstream approaches for using database systems in microservice architectures. However, Database-per-microservice is the most commonly used [70].

- **Lightweight communication via APIs.** Service providers and consumers may communicate directly with each other [58] or through a proxy (referred to as API Gateway) [56]. The communication is either synchronously via HTTP requests, asynchronously via messages, or mixed by using a synchronous request with an asynchronous response [71].

- **Lightweight deployment with containers.** A container is a form of system virtualization. It consists of packaging the code and all the dependencies in a single unit of software [72]. Containers are quickly evolving to become a standard implementation for microservices even with their non-negligible impact on the performance [73–75]. This is because containers are lightweight, provide fast start-up times, and have a low overhead which increases the agility of the microservice-based applications [75].

These features create self-contained and loosely coupled services that increase the applications’ scalability, flexibility, resiliency, and availability. In addition, it allows continuous development and delivery with more independent development teams [76]. This paradigm is adopted by several well-known platforms such as Netflix [77], Amazon [78] and LinkedIn [79]. Also, it has been widely used in Internet of Things IoT systems [80–84].
Several concepts and techniques in the area of microservices were borrowed from SOA, such as service definition, service registry, service discovery (finding where the service is located), heterogeneity of technology stack, scalability, the organization of development teams, etc. So, as there are some differences in design and architecture, there is also an overlap that makes microservices a design that emerged from the years of experience with SOA and the real-world use cases and not an entirely new paradigm [60].

With Cloud-Native computing, microservices-based applications are pushed to a very large scale. As the scale rises, the effort required to manage the massive incoming traffic increases. Cloud-Native Service Mesh is a technology that emerged to manage external and internal traffic. Details about Service Mesh are presented in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.3 Service Mesh: concept, features and projects

Splitting applications into microservices and supporting the architectures with technologies such as docker [85] and Kubernetes [86] improved the efficiency and productivity of the development and deployment of the applications. However, the operational complexity during service runtime has not been mitigated.

The first attempt for managing incoming traffic was to add libraries to deployed services. These libraries aim to control the security between services, latency, monitoring, and load balancing. Examples of these libraries are Finagle of Twitter [87] and Hystrix of Netflix [88]. However, with the microservices paradigm, the integration of libraries into the technological architecture stack became complex and time-consuming: ① microservices-based applications have a large number of microservices, so adding a library to each service is complex; ② managing traffic at the application level do not fit the “single functionality” constraint of the microservices paradigm; ③ microservices are developed in various programming languages and implementing the libraries in all supported languages is inefficient; ④ microservices used in the same application can belong to different entities and might not be using compatible libraries. These challenges led to the emergence of Service Mesh.

Definition. Service Mesh is a dedicated infrastructure layer that controls communication between services and decouples the inter-service communication management from the application layer. This additional layer forms a distributed and scalable network of interconnected proxies within the microservices network. In practice, communications between microservices pass through the proxy servers deployed alongside the services without the need for any code modification.
Service Mesh is composed of two key architectural components, a data plane, and a control plane. The *data plane* includes a set of intelligent proxies. Instead of calling services directly over the network, these proxies intercept the network packet and encapsulate the complexities of the service-to-service exchange. This component is managed as a whole by a control plane. The *control plane* enforces the authentication policies specified by the system admins, collects metrics, and configures the proxies for traffic routing. These two components communicate via a predefined API. The architectural design of a Service Mesh is presented in Figure 2.1.

**Fundamental Features.** The main responsibilities of Service Mesh include, among others, service discovery, failure recovery, routing, load balancing, authentication/authorization, and monitoring.

- **Traffic routing:** through configuring routing rules, Service Mesh can dynamically hide and expose specific services or create testing and versioning deployments.
- **Failure recovery:** system’s reliability is handled by setting timeouts, retries, circuit breaking, and health checks. Circuit breaking rules back off the requests of overloaded services and health checks verify whether services are still available.
- **Load balancing:** it provides the capability of routing the traffic across the network using modern routing mechanisms.

![Figure 2.1 – The architecture of a Service Mesh containing a control plane and a data plane [89].](image-url)
• Authentication and Authorization: Service Mesh has the ability to ensure the security of traffic by forcing a service-to-service and an end-user authentication and policies from the control plane.

• Monitoring: it provides a set of network performance metrics like latency, bandwidth, and uptime for every level of the architecture stack. In addition, it offers detailed logging for events and distributed tracing of requests.

The features provided are not fundamentally new. Instead, the Service Mesh is ultimately a shift in where the traffic management is handled, not what can be done.

Service Mesh projects. In 2016, the first Service Mesh project was released (Linkerd [90]). Since then, dozens of new open-source Service Mesh platforms have been created, including Istio [91], Consul Connect [92], and AWS App Mesh [93]. In this work, we chose the Istio open-source project. Even though it is considered the most complex Service Mesh to install, configure and operate, it quickly becomes the standard for Service Mesh [94]. This is due to its maturity and extensible features in comparison to the other mainstream implementations of Service Mesh.

Istio is an ongoing collaboration between IBM, Google and Lyft. Its data plane consists of a set of Envoy proxies that mediate all inbound and outbound traffic for all services in the Service Mesh. Envoy [95] is a high-performance distributed proxy able to support small applications as well as large-scale microservices architectures. If needed, developers can use other proxies in the data plane.

Istio’s control plane is itself a modern Cloud-Native application. Its core components are all written and deployed as separate microservices. 1) Pilot is a component responsible for traffic management and resiliency; 2) Mixer enforces access control and usage policies across the Service Mesh and collects telemetry data from the Envoy proxy and other services; 3) Citadel enables strong service-to-service and end-user authentication; 4) Galley is a component mainly responsible for the validation of configuration data and translating them into the common format of Istio.

2.3 Shortcomings of Current Cloud Systems

The emerging applications have the following characteristics: 1) The distributed data sources provide a large volume of data concurrently with heterogeneous data characteristics (type, format, resolution, rate, etc.). Furthermore, these data sources are dynamic where new data producers can join the system to take advantage of the provided
services; 2) the applications’ workflows consist of a set of functionalities demanding different computing and bandwidth requirements. Therefore, the intensity of resource usage within a workflow can vary from low to high intensive based on the functionality provided, adopted technologies, and accepted input data quality; 3) the microservice paradigm has become the leading design for Cloud-Native systems [96]. However, despite its benefits, this paradigm adds challenging characteristics to current applications: i) tasks are dynamic. New functionalities or new versions of existing functionalities can be added or removed by the application developers or due to the underlying environment. As a consequence, the available functionalities in emerging applications are not constant. ii) tasks are heterogeneous. Besides the heterogeneity in terms of programming languages and technologies used, microservice-based tasks have multiple instances providing the same functionalities but offer particular QoS and accept data of specific characteristics. Thus, the selection of instances during runtime can’t happen randomly to guarantee the requirements of users. iii) tasks are highly decoupled. The workflow tasks are developed, deployed, and managed by different teams within the same organization or from different entities [13]. As a result, the microservices composing the application workflow are not designed to work together automatically.

These characteristics highlight the limitations of current system designs in guaranteeing the real-time requirements of emerging applications and maintaining proper functioning of their workflows:

1. Edge-only and Fog-based systems provide limited support for emerging applications as they cannot fulfill the computing needs of intensive tasks within the application's workflow. Furthermore, when relying on the Cloud to offload tasks to powerful resources, the network latency will prevent processing data in real-time, which is in some application use cases can be critical [97]. The Edge-to-Cloud continuum is a promising design for emerging applications. However, it did not establish concrete maturity yet [40].

2. Systems managing microservice-based workflows do not take into account the extreme heterogeneity, dynamicity, and decoupling of this paradigm in real-life deployments. For example, in production, two microservices are unaware of each other’s functionality and have separate lifecycles [13].

3. Current Cloud-Native landscape provides a set of scheduling tools such as Kubernetes and Docker Swarm to deploy microservice-based applications on available
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resources [98]. These centralized tools provide scheduling strategies within a centralized multi-node computing environment which does not match the current decentralized environment for emerging applications. The scheduling approaches proposed in the literature make goal-driven scheduling decisions motivated by the system objective of meeting particular QoS requirements with limited emphasis on characterizing current environments [99].

4. Several systems assume that the computing and network capacity is infinite or ignores the possibility of multiple data sources joining the system with high-resolution data [100]. In production, keeping these assumptions will negatively affect the processing quality for all users.

5. Existing system designs target specific application use cases such as video analytics applications [15,101] and Augmented Reality AR [102]. The absence of general formulations of emerging applications and their needs makes it difficult for developers to integrate these approaches into other application use cases.

6. Management strategies rarely handle the entire workflow of emerging applications. Instead, they focus on specific services within the workflow [15]. In infrastructures with limited and heterogeneous resources, not taking into account the entire workflow is inefficient because they share the available computing and network resources, affecting the system performance.

These shortcomings of current systems limit the ability to support emerging applications and their QoS requirements. Exploiting the Edge-to-Cloud continuum capabilities is hindered by the lack of understanding of application requirements in real-life deployments. Propelled by the need to overcome these limitations, we propose a novel system that rethinks current management strategies at multiple system levels with an emphasis on the characteristics of applications and infrastructures, particularly their extreme heterogeneity. More details about this ecosystem are presented in Section 2.4.

2.4 Data-Driven Ecosystem: Definition and Design

2.4.1 Data-driven decision-making

In the context of this thesis, data-driven decision-making refers to making management decisions based on the examination of collected data. Creating a data-driven manage-
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ment approach consists of the following four steps: (1) specify the management objective that needs to be accomplished and the reason it is required; (2) among generated data, determine the metrics essential to accomplish the desired goal. (3) identify the components that can provide the desired data; (4) analyze collected data and turn analysis results into management actions. The logic of a data-driven decision-making approach when receiving data from data sources is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2 – The logic of a data-driven decision-making approach when receiving data from data sources.](image)

In the literature, several data-driven approaches are designed to manage specific system components. The management decisions are based on different data metrics. Mahmud et al. [103] propose a context-aware application placement policy in Fog computing environments. The scheduling approach considers the characteristics of data producers (data size and data rate) due to their direct impact on Fog node functionalities and application characteristics. Furthermore, they jointly consider during scheduling the heterogeneous computation and networking capacity of Fog nodes and the QoS requirements (service delivery deadline) of applications.

Renart et al. [12] present a framework that enables applications to specify data-driven, location-aware, and resource-aware processing of data streams. It provides a content-driven programming model that enables users to specify functional rules triggered by data content and determine which topologies are executed and where [104]. In addition, authors adopt a data-driven discovery process to associate data producers with consumers [16]. The discovery is based on a matching mechanism between the data-input-related and location-related metrics provided by the producers and consumers. A match between the profiles triggers a predefined management action.

Wang et al. [15] propose an online algorithm to adapt the configuration of incoming load (frame sampling rate and frame resolution) and the allocation of bandwidth for Edge-based real-time video analytics. Data and resource management decisions are driven by data related to video content and network capacity. Due to the dynamicity of
incoming load and limited resource capacity, the configuration is continuously optimized while taking into account the energy consumption, system latency, and analytics quality.

2.4.2 System design: an overview

The proposed ecosystem adopts data-driven decision-making approaches on multiple system levels: workflow, resources, and data. This section briefly presents each management layer and its components. For each component, we present the steps mentioned in Section 2.4.1 to create data-driven decision-making. Figure 2.3 presents the full overview of the proposed system.

Resource management layer. This layer is dedicated to discovering deployed microservices and adapting them to the incoming load. The challenge of this layer is to discover microservices based on the characteristics of clients’ data with regard to guaranteed quality of service in terms of response time. This layer consists of two data-driven management components: microservice discovery and microservice adaptation. Details about the discovery approach are presented in Chapter 3 and the adaptation approach in Chapter 4.

1. Microservice discovery:

   - **Goal:** this component is responsible for the discovery of available functionalities and the different microservices providing them.

   - **Data metrics:** the discovery is based on matching the characteristics of incoming data, such as data type, format, and resolution, with those of the deployed services.

   - **Data source:** the workload-related data are received from the users, and the microservices-related data is extracted from the microservices descriptions provided by the application developers.

   - **Action:** the component decides what functionalities and microservices suit the needs of the users.

2. Microservice adaptation:

   - **Goal:** this component continuously adapts the capacity of microservices to prevent the performance degradation or the misuse of resources.
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- **Data metrics:** the adaptation decision is based on resource- and workload-related metrics, such as free resources, number of active users, and data type.

- **Data source:** the resource-related data collected from the underlying infrastructure and the workload characteristics collected from the users.

- **Action:** the analysis of the collected data might trigger an increase or decrease in the number of microservices following the variation of the load.

**Workflow management Layer.** This layer represents the system level the developers use to interact with the ecosystem. It is dedicated to scheduling submitted microservice-based workflows on heterogeneous system resources. The main challenge of this layer is mapping the tasks to the available resources with regard to the heterogeneity of both workflows and infrastructure. This layer consists of two management components responsible for making data-driven decisions: tasks categorization and workflow scheduling. Details about the approaches of this layer are presented in Chapter 5 and a demonstration of a specific use case is presented in Chapter 6.

1. **Tasks categorization:**

   - **Goal:** this component aims to group submitted tasks having similar resource usage characteristics into multiple categories. Each category has a scheduling policy and priority.

   - **Data metrics:** the categorization decision is based on the characteristics of each submitted task, such as the given functionality and accepted input data.

   - **Data source:** the required metrics are given by the developers of the application to be deployed in the system.

   - **Action:** after analyzing the collected metrics, the component tags the task with the selected category.

2. **Workflow scheduling:**

   - **Goal:** this component is responsible for distributing the tasks in the application’s workflow on system resources.
• **Data metrics:** the placement decision is based on the category labels and characteristics of available resources such as CPU, RAM, storage.

• **Data source:** the data metrics are collected from the categorization component and the underlying infrastructure.

• **Action:** after analyzing the collected metrics, the component allocates resources and map the tasks to them.

**Data management Layer.** This layer is responsible for selecting appropriate data quality for each incoming load providing a system performance that meets the application requirement. The challenge of this layer is to optimize the trade-off between the latency of processing and its quality during runtime. This layer consists of two components: Performance estimation and data quality adaptation. Details about the approaches of this layer are presented in Chapter 5 and validated with a specific use case in Chapter 6.

1. **Performance models:**

   • **Goal:** this component formulate the general analytical models of the performance of emerging applications.

   • **Data metrics:** the models depend on resource-, workload- and workflow-related data, such as bandwidth, data quality, and throughput.

   • **Data source:** the required data are collected from the underlying infrastructure and system components.

   • **Action:** the collected metrics help this component estimate the performance of the application with the current system state.

2. **Data quality adaptation:**

   • **Goal:** this component decides whether the system can handle the original data qualities of all data sources or a quality reduction is required. It manages trade-offs to optimize performance.

   • **Data metrics:** the adaptation decision is based on the estimations of performance models and the supported data qualities.

   • **Data source:** the required data are collected from the performance models and system components.
• **Action:** this component selects the optimal data qualities for existing data sources and triggers the adaptation.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.3 – A global overview of the ecosystem design consisting of three management layers, each of them with its respective components. The infrastructure has heterogeneous computing resources and data producers. In addition, it has Service Mesh for managing the submitted microservice-based applications.

### 2.5 Conclusion

The characteristics of emerging microservice-based applications highlight the shortcomings of current system designs in guaranteeing real-time data processing. The simultaneous processing of incoming workloads on limited, distributed, and heterogeneous resources requires the development of new management approaches driven by the characteristics of user-generated data and resources rather than on the general goal of the system. This chapter presents a literature review of the evolution of traditional designs and their limitations in managing emerging applications. In addition, it presents an overview of a system dedicated to managing emerging applications at different levels using data-driven management approaches.

Chapter 3 elaborates the data-driven microservices discovery of the resource management layer.
Chapter 3
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3.1 Introduction

Producers and consumers of data in current computing systems are decoupled. Unlike traditional applications, the microservice paradigm supports Conway’s law [105] which means aligning microservices ownership to the structure of teams [58]. Thus, implementing and managing microservices by autonomous teams from the same or different organizations creates applications with several functionalities not designed to work together. Several implementations of these functionalities usually exist, creating applications with heterogeneous microservices. These microservices use different technologies, data formats, data resolutions and expect particular Quality of Service (QoS).
Building high cohesion in these complex systems relies on managing decoupled microservices to work together without the need for redevelopment. Service discovery mechanisms help achieve that. However, in current practice, service discovery implementations are goal-based, designed to fulfill the general system goal depending on the client’s required functionalities. They often let the client discover the location of a provider for the requested service using its identifier. Using goal-based service discovery approaches built on services’ identifiers in current highly decoupled systems with heterogeneous microservices implementations is inefficient; Current mechanisms prevent the discovery of newly created microservices published by the different teams and those designed without explicit identifiers. In addition, they prevent the use of microservices’ implementations that fit the client’s data and QoS needs. Hence, there is a need to rethink traditional discovery approaches to overcome these challenges.

In this context, this work addresses the challenges by integrating information related to the client’s data and QoS needs into the discovery process. As a result, this data-driven service discovery approach helps service consumers and providers. On the service consumer side, this approach allows the discovery of services according to data products. On the service provider side, it allows for the integration of third-party services with context-aware features. Our approach is built on a data-centric microservice description and a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) data-driven architecture to ensure the system’s resiliency and cover wide geographical areas.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents a literature review of service description models, context-aware discovery mechanisms, and architectural designs for discovery approaches. Section 3.3 describes our data-centric microservice description model. The architectural design of the proposed approach is presented in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 presents an illustrative example of the discovery approach. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Literature Review: Service Discovery

Service discovery is the process of identifying then locating a service provider according to the client’s needs specified in the discovery request. It provides the ability to search for desired services while reducing the need for services configuration. Service discovery mechanisms have been widely investigated in the literature of web services and the Internet of Things (IoT). This section provides a comprehensive literature review of some concepts in service discovery and networking techniques used in this work.
3.2.1 Service description models

Service providers prepare descriptions of their services before they are published. A service description model describes deployed service with a set of keywords and syntax following a specific description language and format. These descriptions allow consumers to discover available services and invoke them without the necessity of knowing how they are implemented. Existing approaches to formally describe web services for discovery are mainly based on the Ontology Web Language OWL/RDF [106], the Extensible Markup Language XML, or the JavaScript Object Notation JSON/YAML.

Description languages depend on the type of web services. Two main types of services exist, SOAP-based and REST-based web services. SOAP services represent the traditional web services that use the SOAP messaging protocol to share data [107]. SOAP is a lightweight protocol for exchanging information over HTTP. Regardless of the service type, service description languages can be categorized into syntactic-based or semantic-based service descriptions. Syntactic descriptions have a textual structure and rely on markup languages. Whereas semantic descriptions explore the meaning of functionalities and attributes using ontological approaches. An ontology differs from a markup-based schema in that it is a knowledge representation, not a message format.

**Syntactic-based descriptions.** SOAP web services are described using the standard Web Service Description Language WSDL [52]. It is an XML-based machine-readable language that describes the functional characteristics of a web service with a focus on its communications aspect. It presents the interfaces, binding protocols, the operations with their inputs and outputs, and the network endpoint addresses (URIs) at which these operations can be invoked. In the literature of web services, many authors worked on WSDL and service discovery. Paliwal *et al.* [108], for example, proposed service categorization and selection strategies that depend on the WSDL service description files. They extract from the WSDL descriptions the characteristics of services such as input and output of supported operations to associate services to concepts. Chen *et al.* proposed in [109] a web service clustering approach that depends on a set of features extracted from the WSDL service description files such as port, type, service name, message, and content.

For our system, we spot two major problems with the use of WSDL. First, microservices are considered loosely coupled services that operate independently without being coupled to server endpoints. As WSDL description language describes endpoints, it can’t fit the RESTful design of microservices. Secondly, in practice, the WSDL de-
scription automatically generates a source code which is then compiled into a service. If the description changes, the service no longer works. Due to that, any change in the service’s WSDL description file requires a recompilation of the code. This makes WSDL not flexible enough to suit dynamic environments.

Unlike SOAP services, RESTful services lack a widely accepted service description. Each service provider uses its own service description template with a set of attributes that helps fulfill its system’s objectives. RESTful web services support XML and JSON formats for service descriptions. The Web Application Description Language (WADL) [53] is a syntactic XML-based description for RESTful services. It describes services in terms of resources, URI patterns, supported media types, and HTTP methods. Several metadata formats for describing REST APIs penetrated the industry market with rising popularity, such as Swagger [110], RESTful API Modeling Language (RAML) [111], and API Blueprint [112]. These languages aim to provide JSON/YAML human-readable and machine-processable documentation for RESTful web services which are not dependent on specific programming languages. In [92,113], developers created their own JSON-based service description models. Some of the information can be removed, but no additional properties can be added. For our system, the common issue with all these service description languages is that they are considered operation-centric and do not fully support data-related attributes.

Semantic-based descriptions. In the literature, many efforts exist to add semantics to the discovery of SOAP and RESTful services. The key to semantic discovery is having semantics in the descriptions of the services [114]. In [115–117], authors adopt an OWL-based description model to describe available SOAP services semantically. A service description contains a ServiceProfile, ServiceModel, and a ServiceGrounding. A ServiceProfile describes a service in terms of its data inputs, outputs, preconditions that should be satisfied before the service is executed, and effects after the execution. A ServiceModel describes the set of functionalities/operations provided by a service. A ServiceGrounding describes how a service is invoked, including the protocol, message format, and port number. In [115], Gomes et al. add to the description models the geographic location metrics such as latitude, longitude, and altitude to locate service providers. Rohallah et al. extended the service descriptions in [116] with QoS profiles to describe QoS parameters such as Response Time and Execution Price.

OWL-based service descriptions provide a rich description of functionalities with possible extensions to add new attributes and facilitate the discovery process. However, they are considered heavyweight with a bulky format. These descriptions do not
suit systems with constrained resources and network capacities [118]. In addition, expressing service descriptions in semantic description languages requires clients to have knowledge of Semantic Web Services and description details which can make their usage difficult [119].

Several semantic descriptions exist for RESTful services such as hRESTS [54] and RESTdoc [120]. hRESTS (HTML for RESTful Services) consists of inserting HTML tags within the HTML documentation of RESTful web services to enable the annotation of operations, inputs and outputs, HTTP methods, and labels. It has a set of extensions to add an extra semantic annotation for RESTful service descriptions such as MicroWSMO [54] and SA-REST [121]. RESTdoc consists as well of inserting annotations in the HTML documentation of restful services. Moreover, it provides adapters to automatically transform the data in service descriptions to RDFs (Resource Description Framework). RDF is a standard for interlinking between services. The major limitation of these description languages is that the HTML documentation can be unavailable or hard to get in most public web services.

In this thesis, we create our own description for RESTful services. It is a syntactic XML-based description that is not operation-centric as existing languages but is data-centric with QoS metrics. Details about this description are presented in Section 3.3.

### 3.2.2 Context-aware service discovery

Service discovery mechanisms usually involve three steps: ① retrieve the functional and non-functional information about available services in the system; ② execute a matchmaking strategy between the information in the descriptions of the services and the client’s request; ③ finally, select the service that matches the request and return it to the client. The first step depends on the discovery scope of the designed mechanism. Service discovery scope refers to the range method operates. It can be of two types, local and remote discovery. Local discovery allows users to interact with their immediate environment. However, remote discovery provides remote access to distant devices and services. The information used in the matchmaking and selection processes helps improve the quality of service selection. Based on the type of this information, service discovery approaches can be classified into several categories, such as context-based, protocol-based, semantic-based, and QoS-based approaches [122]. In this work, we focus on context-based service discovery approaches. This category of discovery uses context information to select the appropriate service for the clients. Context is formally defined
as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves” [123]. For web services discovery, the context is any information able to support the client’s requests. Contextual information can be divided into three main categories:

- **Environment context**: it includes information about the physical environment such as location, temperature, and time.
- **Service context**: it includes information about the type of the service, data input, data output, network, and resources (such as battery and memory level).
- **Social context**: it is user-related information such as user preferences, age, gender, and social behavior.

Pattaret *et al.* [124] present a distributed three-phase service discovery mechanism that provides personalized search results based on client’s requirements. These requirements are categorized into two types, optional and essential. Essential requirements represent the services needed. Optional requirements refer to environmental information (such as time, region, and temperature) and social information (such as individual preferences). First, essential requirements are used to extract a matching set of services only containing the requested services. This matchmaking process helps reduce the search space. Further, the optional requirements of the user are matched with the set of filtered services. A semantic-based similarity score is computed between the client’s requirements and the characteristics of filtered services. Finally, based on this similarity score, the services are ranked and returned to the client.

Hussein *et al.* [125] propose a dynamic service discovery in a smart space IoT environment. This environment is characterized by its heterogeneity, where things have various resource capabilities. Additionally, the dynamicity in location is a major characteristic where things can move within, join or leave the environment. The service discovery relies on a semantic-based service matching algorithm responsible for matching available services in a smart space with user’s real-time requests. The matchmaking process is based on combining two types of contextual data: objective and subjective contexts. The objective context represents the physical aspects of the user’s surrounding environment, and the subjective context represents Social factors. After filtering out unrelated services, this algorithm generates a list of services that match the user’s needs. The service descriptions are located in a centralized data store.
Ko et al. [126] contribute as well in context-based service discovery for IoT environment. They present a user-centric IoT-based service discovery framework in an urban computing environment. It adopts a service discovery mechanism for IoT environments based on the available IoT resources and other social and environmental contextual information. The former consists of the temperature, noise, humidity, brightness, the season, day of the week, phase of the day, and location. The social characteristics of the users are their demographic information, such as their age, gender, and occupation. The authors considered the contextual information to filter out the set of tasks that do not contribute to supporting clients’ needs. The service descriptions are represented in Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and include information about the operations and interface details of the services. The available smart objects are registered and discovered using a decentralized Domain Name Server (DNS).

Yu et al. [127] provide an approach for selecting appropriate services at runtime using users’ and services’ contexts. The approach includes a user’s context modeling based on four aspects: user profile, resources, activities, and physical locations. Service context is based on the category of the service. Each category consists of a set of Metadata that captures the non-functional properties of the service. These Metadata are presented in an OWL-based service description registered in a centralized store. Context-aware criteria represent the data from the service profile as well as data from the user context. The selection process evaluates each criterion for each available service and gets the overall score to select the most suitable service.

Butt et al. [128] present a RESTful web service discovery protocol for the IoT environment. The contextual information used for service selection is related to users, services, and the environment. Services and environmental contexts are added to the service descriptions in an attribute-value format with semantic information. The user sends a request containing the desired service and location. The discovery process searches IoT devices providing the given service in the specified location. If multiple services exist, the contextual information is used to select the appropriate match.

Other efforts in the literature focused on extending traditional protocols for service discovery to add contextual information. mDNS/DNS-SD [129] is a combination of two protocols for distributed service discovery where the service selection criterion is the service identifier. Multicast Domain Name System (mDNS) is a communication protocol that resolves hostnames to IP addresses without a local name server. Each device in the system is a client and server in the discovery process. DNS Service Discovery (DNS-SD) is a protocol for describing and resolving services using semantic-
based DNS Resource Records. Stolijk et al. [130], propose an extension of mDNS/DNS-
SD that enables clients to discover and select services based on contexts. Each service
is associated with a set of context properties. The service discovery process consists
of sending a query with wanted/unwanted context tags, service type, and the logical
domain. Then, it returns the descriptions of services satisfying the client’s query.

The first common issue of existing approaches is that they are built on services iden-
tifiers. Therefore, clients specify the identifiers of the required services in their discovery
requests, and the discovery process will execute the matching and selection strategies
for the specified service. Using service identifiers prevents discovering new services or
those without explicit identifiers (such as in IoT environment). Additionally, the other
issue is that the main design focus is either device-centric or user-centric (profile and
preferences). These designs are not sufficient for current data-driven systems.

Besides existing contextual information and functionality-driven strategies, this the-
esis aims to present a data-centric context-based discovery approach. It focuses on the
users’ data objects and discovers the available services designed for this data.

3.2.3 Architectural design of discovery approaches

The service discovery process relies on the interaction with system data stores, referred
to as service registries. When services are deployed in the system, they register their
service description models in these registries. During the discovery process, contacting
the registries allow the discovery of available services in the system. Based on the
architectural design of these registries, service discovery approaches are categorized
into centralized, distributed, and hierarchical/hybrid approaches.

Centralized approaches. They consist of adopting a central registration of ser-
vice descriptions. They use only one global registry where all available services are
registered. Albalas et al. [131], present an energy-aware service discovery mechanism
with a single registry to host the description of each resource in the network. Their goal
is to keep the service registry regularly updated with messages that contain the latest
status of associated services. The energy consumption has been reduced by varying the
updating intervals. Kim et al. [132], present a protocol-based service discovery for IoT
devices using the Domain Name System (DNS). Each IoT device creates and pushes
the DNS name (such as unique ID, location, and device model) and its service list to a
centralized DNS server. To retrieve the available services, the client sends two requests.
In the first request, the client gets the list of available devices from the DNS server. If
the client selects a device, it sends another request to the DNS server to get the service lists of the chosen IoT device.

The advantage of centralized web service discovery approaches is that the management of the distributed resources is done centrally. However, in large-scale systems, using a fully centralized registry for all the services in the system is inefficient. This design can’t handle the large number of services that need to be registered. In addition, parallel accesses to the registry are very limited, and its response time could be high when dealing with a high load. For this purpose, distributed and hybrid designs have been proposed for service discovery approaches to bring more flexibility and resiliency to large-scale systems.

**Distributed approaches.** They consist of adopting a set of local registries that communicate together to discover the available services. The Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology is widely used among existing distributed topologies. In a P2P network, all member nodes have equal capacity for sharing information and can establish direct connections with any other member node to download information [133]. A member node in the P2P overlay network is referred to as a peer. Any peer has the ability to join the network, which makes this technology highly scalable. In addition, as each peer acts as a client and a server, the P2P network doesn’t have a single point of failure. The nodes’ failures don’t compromise the overall availability of the services, which makes this technology robust. P2P networks for service discovery allow implementing a distributed and large-scale infrastructure to realize the discovery at the local scale.

Using P2P technology to discover declared services in a large-scale environment using multi-criteria was first introduced by Tedeschi et al. in [134] and was later integrated into several projects, such as in [135] and [136]. In [134], the available services are defined using a set of service-related attributes such as service’s name, processor type, and operating system. The service description is stored in a set of Prefix trees, each for an attribute. Each service’s attribute is stored in a Placement table located only in the leaf node of its dedicated tree. During the discovery process, the discovery request is routed in the tree based on the prefix of the specified attribute. The leaf node matching the attribute’s prefix returns the stored information about the services having the requested attribute.

Li et al. [137], present a distributed discovery mechanism based on P2P technology. In the adopted network, every node maintains connections to other nodes and can send messages. Every peer provides an information registry. When new services are deployed in the network, their descriptions are stored in the local information registry. Each peer
exposes a set of discovery APIs that clients can invoke. In addition, they maintain a routing table to enable efficient query routing.

Cirani et al. [138], present an automated service and resource QoS-aware discovery mechanisms for large-scale IoT networks using P2P architecture. The proposed mechanisms allow the discovery of RESTful services and resources in a local and global scope. Smart objects residing in the same or different networks can interact. Due to the adoption of P2P architecture, this technique is self-configuring, fault-tolerant, and scalable. Rui et al. [139] present as well a QoS-aware discovery process for a service-oriented IoT environment by using the P2P network. The P2P network can be modified in four main steps, Edge adding, Edge removal, Edge updating, and maximum in-degree updating.

Aside from P2P-based architectures, some innovative topologies exist. Rapti et al. [140], for example, propose distributed service discovery and selection techniques based on artificial potential fields. Their approach to selecting the requested services is inspired by physics and specifically from the interaction between electrically charged particles. Through the balance of forces applied among service nodes and service requests, the system route the user request in the network to achieve the composition of the services. The charges formed are based on the percentage of requested services provided by service providers and the availability of service nodes.

A challenging aspect of service discovery in dynamic environments is discovering newly published services without human interference. In [141], the author presents a research project that focuses on creating a self-healing system allowing the dynamic adaptation to newly created microservices. They mentioned that in production, the service discovery should work together with management components to control the changes of services versions. Krivic et al. [142], target as well this issue by creating a distributed agent-based service discovery mechanism in an IoT environment using the Machine-to-Machine (M2M) technology. M2M enables communications between machines using embedded devices that can capture data and transmit it. The discovery and registration processes are managed by a gateway, server, and device agents. Each IoT device is linked to a previously deployed device agent. The Gateway agent automatically initiates the discovery process of the new device. The device returns data about its services. These data are stored in the database of the Server Agent.

Hierarchical approaches. Other than centralized and distributed designs, some researchers focused on designing Hybrid/Hierarchical architectural designs for service discovery. In hierarchical mode, the involved registries for service descriptions are organized in a hierarchical structure where local and global registries exist. This design
is known for its scalability and ability to reduce network traffic and overhead.

Helal et al. [143] propose an energy-efficient technique for service discovery based on a structured P2P multi-tier architecture. The geographical region covered by the system is divided into areas. Each area has an area router and a local store. With the hierarchical model, the area router manages all the stores in its area. Each local store contains the attributes of a few regular sensors within its direct communication range. In addition, area routers store the attributes that can be found at each local store in its area and can communicate due to the P2P network. This system focus on guaranteeing a high success rate while maintaining energy efficiency. Energy efficiency is achieved by limiting the number of hops that a service discovery request must traverse before being satisfied. A high success rate is guaranteed using the hierarchical structure.

Ben Fredj et al. [144], present a semantic-based IoT service discovery mechanism using the hierarchical structure for IoT environments. An IoT environment is modeled as a tree hierarchy of smartspaces (e.g., country, region, city). Each smart space is managed by a gateway component that maintains the service descriptions of IoT services in its scope and processes discovery requests. The aggregated information of each semantic gateway is then sent to its parent gateway. The system adopts a dynamic clustering of services to support dynamic environments and reduce the number of service-request matching operations. Within a smart space, services are grouped based on their location. In each gateway, a routing table is built, representing each cluster. During discovery, the parent gateway decides, based on the semantic request description and on the user’s geographical position, which gateway should first receive the request to start performing service search.

In this thesis, we adopt a P2P-based distributed architectural design for the proposed data-driven service discovery mechanism. The system adopts a dynamic grouping of services based on data rather than location. Each Group of services has its own local registry for service descriptions and gateway for management. The geographical area covered by the system is divided into Regions and Regions into Zones to reduce the network overhead. Unlike the hierarchical design, no global registries are used. The services descriptions are only stored in the local groups’ registries within the Zones and can be accessed from any geographical area due to the P2P structure and the exposed Discovery APIs. Details about the architecture are presented in Section 3.5.

The Table 3.1 below summarizes the discovery approaches mentioned in the literature review and analyzes them based on their architecture, category, service description, and discovery scope.
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Table 3.1 – Service discovery approaches in the literature review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Service Description</th>
<th>Discovery Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>[125, 127]</td>
<td>Context-aware</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[131]</td>
<td>Energy-aware</td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>[124, 126, 128, 130, 137]</td>
<td>Context-aware</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[134]</td>
<td>Context-aware</td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[138, 139]</td>
<td>QoS-aware</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[140]</td>
<td>QoS-aware</td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[142]</td>
<td>Energy-aware</td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>[143]</td>
<td>Energy-aware</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[144]</td>
<td>Semantic-aware</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4 Discovery patterns for microservices architectures

Service discovery for microservices architectures has two possible patterns: client-side service discovery [145] and server-side service discovery [146].

When implementing client-side discovery, the client is responsible for identifying available services and selecting the appropriate one. Thereafter, the client contacts the target services directly. The client is the only entity that implements the logic of service discovery. Netflix OSS [147] provides a great example of the client-side discovery pattern. It provides a client library called Netflix Ribbon, that allows the interaction with Netflix’s registry and to load balance requests across the available service instances. The advantage of this pattern is that the client has full control over the discovery process. However, it has a major security issue when dealing with external clients. Allowing a direct interaction between clients and the system’s database might affect the availability of the system.

For the service-side discovery pattern, an intermediate component acts as a middle-
man to intercept clients’ requests. The client exclusively talks to the intermediate component that runs at a known location. Then, this component will be responsible for identifying available services, selecting the appropriate one, and then forwarding to it the client’s request. An AWS Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) [148] is an example of a server-side discovery component. It distributes incoming application traffic across multiple targets. Even though this pattern abstracts the discovery details from the client, it has a significant drawback in large-scale systems. As the intermediate component intercept all client’s request and forward their data to the selected services, it can easily become a system bottleneck that affects the system performance.

In this thesis, the proposed discovery approach is based on a hybrid pattern. The client has full control over the discovery, and the client-service interactions are direct such as in the client-side pattern. However, client-registry interactions to identify and select appropriate services are done via an intermediate component like the server-side pattern. Details about the proposed discovery approach are presented in Section 3.4.

3.3 Data-centric Service Description Model

The main goal of service discovery is to show clients the available microservices deployed in the platform. To this end, each microservice must be registered in the platform using a data model to declare its availability for the discovery clients. As shown in Section 3.2.1, the service’s data model usually contains basic network and service configurations such as service identifier and location. However, in data-driven service discovery, additional information related to the functionality of the service and its data should be specified.

In this thesis, we propose a data-centric service description. It is an XML-based syntactic profile that consists of the following groups of keywords: Identification keywords, QoS keywords, Service Access keywords, and Data keywords. Listing 3.1 presents an example of a microservice description. Its Identification keywords correspond to the service ID, description, and version (lines 2-4). The QoS keywords show the performance of the microservice via the two metrics, Request-Per-Second RPS and service up-time (lines 20, 21). The Service Access keywords contain the information required to access the microservice when it is discovered. It includes the hostname, port, secure port, protocol, REST interfaces, service status, health check, and request parameters (lines 5-10, 22-34, respectively). Finally, the Data keywords group provides details about the data the microservice works on and generates as a result. It contains the
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Listing 3.1 – An XML-based service description model of a microservice with identification, performance, access and data related keywords.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<ApplicationID>Crop</ApplicationID>
<Description>Remove unwanted areas of an image</Description>
<InstanceVersion>v1.2</InstanceVersion>
<Hostname>service.com</Hostname>
<Port>9500</Port>
<SecurePort>443</SecurePort>
<Protocol>http</Protocol>
<Interface>/crop</Interface>
>Status>ON</Status>
<InputType>image</InputType>
<OutputType>image</OutputType>
<MaxInput>12</MaxInput>
<MinInput>1</MinInput>
<MaxInputSize>50MB</MaxInputSize>
<MaxPixelDimension>2000x15000</MaxPixelDimension>
<InputFormat>
  <format>PNG</format>
</InputFormat>
<RPS>100</RPS>
<Uptime>1567889</Uptime>
<HealthCheck>/health</HealthCheck>
<Parameters>
  <Parameter id="areaWidth">
    <ValueType>int</ValueType>
    <Description>Width of the area to extract</Description>
    <required>true</required>
  </Parameter>
  <Parameter id="file">
    <ValueType>string</ValueType>
    <Description>Location of the local/distant input object</Description>
    <required>true</required>
  </Parameter>
</Parameters>
```
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input and output data type, min/max number of input data in a request, max input size, max input resolution, and input format (lines 11-19).

Data and QoS-related keywords are considered as the primary contextual information in the microservices profiles. They are examined during the data-driven service discovery process to find the appropriate service for the client. This process, explained in detail in Section 3.4, is a two-steps mechanism. Data keywords are examined in the two steps of the discovery and the QoS keywords only during the second step.

Contextual information in the discovery requests needs to be specified in order to apply the matchmaking with the available description models. During the discovery process, the client program sends information concerning its data properties (such as its data type, data format, and size) and the required service performance. If these properties match exactly the data and QoS keywords in the microservice description, the microservice is considered a matching profile. However, the profile is not a match if a strict matching is considered and one of these contextual information differs.

Three service statuses are supported in the system: ON, OFF, and Waiting. Services with status ON correspond to those ready to receive requests. Services with status OFF are stopped and can’t receive new requests. Status Waiting means services are deployed but not yet ready to receive requests. During discovery, only services with status ON can be discovered. If a service has multiple instances (discussed in Chapter 4) and at least one instance is ON, the service can be discovered.

3.4 Service Discovery Mechanism

As described in Section 3.2.4, the proposed service discovery is based on a hybrid discovery pattern. This pattern aims to maintain the security of the system database, reduce the bottleneck in the intermediate components, and give clients full control over the discovery process. The hybrid pattern in our system involves two components during the discovery process: the service registry and the API Gateway.

The service registry represents a database cluster that contains the data-centric descriptions of available microservices deployed in the platform. This database must be highly available in order to discover existing microservices at any time. In our system, new microservices instances can be created and destroyed dynamically. Due to that, this component must be continuously updated. When a new instance is deployed, its description is registered in the service registry to declare its availability. This service description is removed when the microservice is no longer available.
Two different patterns exist to handle the registration and deregistration of microservices within the service registry. This process can be done directly (self-registration pattern) or via an intermediate component called the “Registrar” (third-party registration pattern). In this platform, we use the third-party registration pattern since it decouples existing microservices from the registration process. This helps us deploy platform-independent microservices that do not need to implement any registration logic to participate in our platform. During service discovery, the service registry is queried by the discovery clients to find a matching profile with their data objects. The interaction between the client and the registry during the hybrid discovery process is intercepted by an API gateway.

The API gateway is an API management tool that usually sits between clients and backend services to manage the client-services interactions. In our system, the API gateway is used to manage the discovery API. It provides a customized API to apply the proposed data-driven discovery mechanism. It receives the discovery requests and contacts the dedicated registry to lookup for functionalities and microservices according to the client’s objects. Any interaction between the client and the chosen microservice is direct to protect the API Gateway from overuse.

The proposed data-driven discovery mechanism consists of two steps illustrated in Figure 3.1. The mechanism works as follow:

- **Step 1.1:** At first, the client program does not know anything about the available services in the system. The client initiates the service discovery by sending a discovery request to the API Gateway containing information about its data. The API Gateway forwards the request to the service registry.

- **Step 1.2:** The service registry filters the set of stored microservices by matching the contextual information of the client’s data with the data-related keywords in the stored service descriptions. Then, it returns to the client a list containing only the names of all the available functionalities in the system that can be applied to this type of data object.

- **Step 1.3:** After the client program receives the list of available functionalities, it becomes in charge of selecting the most suited functionality according to its own objectives.

- **Step 2.1:** In the second step, the client sends another request to the registry via the API Gateway, specifying the chosen functionality as well as more details.
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Figure 3.1 – Workflow of the data-driven service discovery initiated by the client to the API Gateway and service registry.

about its data object and preferred service performance. These parameters help reduce the search space.

• **Step 2.2:** The registry applies another matchmaking to create a new list of available services. This list contains the full descriptions of the existing microservices in the platform that can offer the desired functionality in the preferred performance and support the client’s data object. Then, the registry returns the new list to the client.

• **Step 2.3:** At this point, when the client program receives the new list, it has discovered all the existing microservices that match its requirements. The client selects the preferred service in terms of machine performance and requested parameters.

After the discovery process, the client contacts the selected service instance directly. The entire architecture design of this data-driven service discovery process is presented in the Section 3.5.

### 3.5 Data-Driven Architectural Design

The service discovery process and its integration in a Service Mesh rely on the interaction of several system components. As the complexity of service and infrastructure
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grows, there is a need to reduce the number of components implicated in the discovery process and prevent them from causing potential degradation of system performance.

Among the possible architectural designs described in Section 3.2.3, we propose a distributed data-driven architecture with the following design goals: (i) A single-purpose API Gateway specific for each type of data supported by existing microservices. This implementation design allows the management of services based on data. (ii) A Grouping of services based on each data input supported to allow later data-driven resource management. (iii) A Zone management to allow clients to discover services in a specific geographical area and balance loads between areas. (iv) A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model that creates an overlay network between the Zones. This provides the ability to discover the remote resources deployed on several sites.

Two possible patterns exist to integrate an API gateway in a system: General purpose API backend and Backend For Frontend (BFF). The general-purpose pattern provides a single entry point to all backend services, while the BFF pattern introduces several entry points for each type of client. With the latter pattern, the incoming load is shared among multiple customized gateways tailored to the needs of each type of client. This also reduces the possibility of a bottleneck within these entry points. Our architecture adopts a customized BFF pattern where the type of clients is defined based on the supported data types in the system. Thus, if the system supports Images and Videos, two BFFs will be created: “BFF API Gateway Image” and “BFF API Gateway Video”. Each implemented BFF Gateway is linked to a cluster of service registries. This cluster is responsible for storing the descriptions of microservices managed by this BFF Gateway. The stored descriptions in the cluster are not replicated to the other clusters in the system. So, the “BFF API Gateway Image” will be linked to a cluster of “service registry Image” independent of the registries of the other data types.

In this work, deployed microservices are managed by groups referred to as Data-driven Microservices Groups (DMG). Grouping microservices is based on their supported data objects. Thus, if the data input of type Image is supported, DMG Image will represent all the microservices in the Zone supporting this data type. Each DMG is managed by the BFF Gateway of the same data type. So, the DMG Image will be managed by the BFF API Gateway Image.

The wide distribution of data consumers and producers in architectures such as IoT systems can increase system latency, affecting the user experience. For this reason, we use in our system the concept of Regions and Availability Zones adopted by Amazon EC2 [148]. The Regions are designed to be completely isolated to ensure the stability
of our system, but the Availability Zones within a Region are connected. The resources that belong to the same geographical area are linked to the same Availability Zone within a Region. Each Zone has its own BFF gateways and service registries. It contains a component called Zone Manager (ZM), responsible for managing incoming requests. This component represents the entry point of the architecture in each Zone. It receives requests from clients located in its Zone and determines to which BFF Gateway these requests should be forwarded in order to achieve the discovery of local services. In addition to local services, Zone Manager supports the global discovery of services via a P2P network. This network is formed by the Zone Managers within the same Region. The system can discover microservices from different geographical areas by forwarding the client’s discovery requests to other peers. Once the discovery process is complete, and the chosen BFF Gateway has received the list of available microservices from its dedicated registry, it sends the results back to the ZM, which in turn passes them to the clients. An overview of the data-driven architecture is presented in Figure 3.2.

The proposed architecture allows data-driven management of deployed microservices. It reduces the number of transmitted messages in the system by forwarding the clients’ requests directly to the appropriate BFF Gateway and service registry cluster. Moreover, the BFF pattern adopted in this architecture aims at reducing the number of requests to be processed by each API Gateway that has become responsible for a single data category instead of all deployed microservices. This reduces the bottlenecks within these components and, as a result, improves the system performance. In addi-
tion, this architecture avoids the continuous replication of microservices descriptions in the entire system by creating separate service registry clusters dedicated to each data type in every Zone of the Regions. Besides, this P2P architecture between the different Zone Managers creates an evolutionary system that allows connecting the entry points of all the Zones by forming a robust system for query processing.

### 3.6 Service Discovery Illustrative Example

This section aims to clarify the data-driven discovery approach with a simplified example. Figure 3.3 represents the implemented architecture and the details of deployed microservices. This system supports only data inputs of type `Image` in a specific geographical area. It exposes four microservices to external clients, each accepts data inputs of different characteristics, as shown in Figure 3.3b. These microservices are grouped in a DMG Image and managed by a BFF API Gateway Image. The data-centric descriptions of all these microservices are registered in a service registry.

The implementation of the discovery process relies on REST APIs to allow HTTP access of web clients. In this example, the client program has one input of type `Image`
and PNG format. Once the client initiates the service discovery, the interactions in the system are as follows:

- The client program sends a discovery request describing the object’s characteristics within the query parameters. In this example it sends the discovery request using the URL `http://IP:PORT/lookup?inputType=image&inputFormat=png&quantity=1`.

  i. This system contains a match for the client’s request. The service registry filters existing descriptions and returns, via the BFF Image, an HTTP response of status code 200 OK to indicate that the request has been successfully completed. This response is presented in the Listing 3.2 below. It contains a list of existing functionalities, their names, and descriptions.

```json
1 { 
2   "crop-service": "Remove unwanted areas of an image",
3   "resize-service": "Change the pixels information of an image"
4 }
```

ii. In case there were no matching functionalities present in the system, an HTTP response of status code 204 containing an empty response payload body is returned, and the discovery process stops.

- Since the discovery approach is data-driven, different data provides different discovery results. For example, if the client had an Image of JPG format instead of PNG, the registry’s response will be as presented in Listing 3.3. As the microservice crop only supports PNG images, it won’t match the client’s request.

```json
1 { 
2   "resize-service": "Change the pixels information of an image"
3 }
```

- When the client program receives the list of functionalities, it discovers what kind of actions can be applied to its PNG image in the existing system. The selection process of the desired functionality is made on the client-side.
In the next step of the discovery process, another request is sent for the service registry to discover the available microservices offering the chosen functionality. Within the query parameters, additional information concerning the client’s data and its quality requirements are specified. If the client program in this example wants to use the **Resize** functionality on its **PNG** image, it sends the following request `http://IP:PORT/services?service=resize-service&inputSize=20&inputFormat=png&Dimension=1096x1540&RPS=50`.

Based on the available microservices, this system contains a resizing microservice matching the client’s request. So, the registry returns the full registered description of these microservices. The format of the response is presented in the Listing 3.4. Additional information might be added to the response, depending on the data type of the client’s object. Among the details of the instance, the client receives the self-linking URL to access these microservices.

---

**Listing 3.4 – Response message associated to the discovery of services matching the client’s requirements.**

```json
{
  "service": "resize-service",
  "description": "Change the pixels information of an image",
  "version": "v3",
  "inputType": "image",
  "inputFormat": "png",
  "maxInput": 2,
  "maxInputSize": 40MB,
  "maxImageWidth": 4044,
  "maxImageHeight": 3805,
  "port": 9700,
  "links": [
    {
      "rel": "self",
      "href": "http://ip_address:9700/image/show/[original_thumbnail_poster]?file=image.png"
    }
  ],
  "ip_address": "172.17.0.1"
}
```
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ii. In case none of the available microservices offers the desired functionality and support the client’s requirements, an HTTP response with status code 204 containing an empty list is returned.

- On the client-side, the discovery client selects the appropriate microservice based on the returned metrics.
- Finally, using the returned self-linking URL, the client interacts directly with the chosen microservice instance.

3.7 Conclusion

With the microservices paradigm, producers and consumers of data are growing continuously with different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements and data supported. Therefore, keep using goal-based service discovery approaches built on identifiers to discover services locations, prevent the discovery of newly published services. This chapter introduced a standalone data-driven service discovery framework that allows client programs to discover the available functionalities and microservices depending on their data objects. It is built on a data-centric model to allow the matching between clients’ requirements and services descriptions. In addition, it uses a data-driven microservices architecture with a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network that enables remote discovery in different geographical areas.

Dealing with fluctuating load affects the system’s performance. Therefore, designing resource management strategies is needed to guarantee a QoS during discovery. The next chapter discusses the resource management approaches adopted.
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4.1 Introduction

The data-driven architecture covers several geographical areas due to the integration of Peer-to-Peer technology. During runtime, the number of data producers in the system is dynamic where new users can continuously join the system, and existing ones may leave. When several data producers join, the system becomes a target to resource overhead and performance degradation due to the increase in incoming load.

Dealing with fluctuating load requires designing resource adaptation solutions to guarantee the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of deployed microservices. A pri-
mary challenge of managing the resources in the proposed data-driven system is the microservices heterogeneity in terms of data supported. Each data producer generates particular data and aims to utilize available microservices developed to process their specific data. Managing heterogeneous microservices lead a data type to take over the available system resources when dealing with high load. Thus, to overcome this challenge, we propose a data-driven adaptation scheme that controls deployed microservices by data type to reduce system response time. It groups existing microservices in Data-driven Microservices Groups (DMG) and scales them dynamically based on the incoming load. The integration of this adaptation scheme in the data-driven architecture requires the implementation of management services. This chapter presents the adaptation scheme, the management components, and their implementation in an existing Service Mesh, Istio.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents a literature review on existing resource scaling approaches. Section 4.3 presents significant limitations of Istio Service Mesh in creating a data-driven service discovery system. The architectural design for improving the QoS and the different system components are described in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents the adaptation algorithms. Section 4.6 shows in detail the evaluation of the system performance with stable and dynamic incoming load. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes this chapter.

4.2 Literature Review: Scaling Approaches

Scalability describes the elasticity of a system. It is the ability to adapt system resources to changing demands [149]. Rather than a manual scaling that requires human intervention, Cloud computing systems adopt dynamic scaling techniques for adapting the resources automatically. These techniques are known as auto-scaling techniques.

System resources can refer to physical machines, Virtual Machines (VM), containers, or storage. In this work, the focus is on container-based microservices. Application containerization is a lightweight virtualization technology [72,150]. It consists of organizing all the runtime components necessary to execute an application in an isolated environment, including configuration files, libraries, and environment variables. An example of virtual containers is Docker [85]. In comparison to traditional VMs, containers have higher portability. They demand lower compute resources than VMs and have a better performance. Due to that, containers fit to serve the high elasticity needs of microservices in Cloud platforms.
There is a variety of scaling approaches in the literature with diverse characteristics. This section defines the scaling actions and types. In addition, it presents a set of production scaling solutions and experience studies targeting containerized systems.

### 4.2.1 Scaling actions

Two scaling actions exist to adapt the system resources efficiently: 1) increasing the system capacity to prevent resources from being under-provisioned when dealing with incoming load. A resource is considered under-provisioned when its capacity does not meet the performance requirements of the workload [151]; 2) decreasing the system capacity to efficiently using the reserved resources while preventing them from being over-provisioned. A resource is over-provisioned when its capacity can be sized down while still meeting the performance requirements of the workload [151]. The latter action is also referred to as *Scale In* or *Scale Down*. Approaches providing the first scaling action are generally categorized into horizontal, vertical, and hybrid scaling approaches. Horizontal scaling is usually referred to as *Scale Out*. It consists of adding additional instances of resources without updating the specification of existing ones. When scaling out containers, new instances are created, and the amount of CPU, RAM, and disk allocated are also copied over. The instances share the processing power of the machine, and incoming load is balanced between them. Kubernetes autoscaler [152] is an example of this scaling category. Vertical scaling or *Scale Up* consists of adding additional CPU, RAM, and disk to existing resources to increase their capacity. The limit of scaling up a container is the total available capacity of the machine. An example of exclusive vertical scaling for containers is the “Elastic Docker engine” [153].

Hybrid scaling approaches use a combination of horizontal and vertical scaling. Studies in [154–157], for example, present scaling techniques of this category.

In this work, the focus is on container-based *Scale Down/Out* approaches.

### 4.2.2 Scaling types: proactive, predictive, and reactive

Scaling techniques are divided into three groups [151, 158]: proactive, predictive, and reactive approaches. *Proactive scaling* is also referred to as scheduled scaling. It allows to schedule for increasing and decreasing the system capacity ahead of the variation in incoming demands. The scheduled scaling is triggered at a specific date and time with a predefined desired number of instances. This scaling type is usually used...
in use cases where the load that will appear in the future is already known. Cloud providers such as Amazon AWS [159] and Google Cloud [160] provide this feature.

When the incoming load is not known in advance, rule-based auto-scaling techniques are used. They consist of generating rules that define a condition and an action to be executed if the condition is met. Those rules are defined on specific performance metrics. For example, a scaling rule can be if CPU_usage>60%, then add one instance. The rule-based approaches are further categorized as predictive and reactive scaling approaches. Predictive scaling techniques consist of creating prediction models that analyze historical data to predict when the workload will change. These models require to be trained on real workloads before being used in production. This scaling type is widely investigated in the literature. Ye et al. [161], for example, propose an autoscaler for containerized elastic application based on resource demand prediction model. Its goal is to minimize the violation of Service Level Agreements (SLA) when dealing with fluctuating demands to guarantee applications’ performance and save cost. Abdullah et al. [162] present a novel predictive auto-scaling approach for microservices running on a Fog environment with limited computing capacity. It aims to minimize the violation of response time specified in the SLA. The authors target the time and resources challenges of existing proactive systems in building predictive models. They present a simple and computationally inexpensive machine learning model able to be trained on small datasets. Reactive scaling, on the other hand, means that the system resources are scaled in reaction to changing demands. A threshold-based scaling strategy is a reactive approach based on two scaling rules that define when to increase and decrease the system capacity. Those rules are defined on specific performance metrics and predefined thresholds. If the current value of the chosen metric exceeds or falls below the threshold, the system triggers the scaling decisions.

In this work, the proposed system deals with a dynamic load that is unknown in advance. Furthermore, due to the simplicity of reactive scaling approaches in comparison to proactive approaches and the fact that they are easy to understand for clients [151], this work targets threshold-based scaling approaches to address under- and over-provisioning resources.

4.2.3 Production threshold-based auto-scaling solutions

Several Cloud providers and frameworks adopt the threshold-based scaling approach, such as Google’s Kubernetes [152], Amazon EC2 [159], and Google Cloud Platform [160].
Kubernetes (k8s) is a production-ready open-source container management system [86]. It runs a set of pods that encapsulate the application’s containers. These pods are accessible via the network using an abstraction called service. k8s adopts a Horizontal Pod Auto-scaling (HPA) approach principally based on CPU utilization [152]. HPA is responsible for adapting the number of pods of a single service to maintain an average CPU utilization across all pods close to the desired value.

The Amazon EC2 AWS platform offers auto-scaling approaches for managing Auto Scaling groups [159]. Each group is a set of EC2 instances that need to be treated as a logical unit for the purposes of management. EC2 instances are similar to VMs in their concept, but they manage their resources differently. The auto-scaling approaches apply scaling rules on each EC2 group based on infrastructure-level metrics such as “CPU utilization” or application-level metrics such as “Request Count Per Target”. These approaches increase the EC2 group’s capacity by a dynamic number of EC2 instances when the specified metric is above a threshold or decrease the capacity when the metric is below the threshold for a time interval. The adaptation of EC2 instances happens within the same group while respecting a predefined minimum and maximum number of instances in a group.

The Google Cloud Platform provides an auto-scaling approach for managing groups of VM instances that need to be controlled as a single entity [160]. These groups are called Managed Instance Groups (MIGs). MIGs let the system operates applications on multiple identical VMs. The auto-scaling approach uses multiple auto-scaling policies where each is a single-level rule based on one metric. For example, one policy can be based on the average CPU utilization as an infrastructure-level metric. Another policy can be based on application throughput as an application-level metric. The chosen scaling policy is the one recommending the largest number of instances. The auto-scaling of VM instances happens within the same group.

For this work, these auto-scalers are inefficient. The proposed data-driven system aims to manage microservices as Data-driven Microservices Groups (DMGs) and apply auto-scaling strategies on the groups themselves, not the microservices within the group.

4.2.4 Microservices scaling approaches

Microservice scaling is considered a relatively new research topic [163]. Nowadays, researchers have taken some initiative for rule-based auto-scaling strategies for containerized microservices [164–166]. Gotin et al. [164] present a threshold-based auto-scaling
system to perform horizontal scaling for I/O-intensive and compute-intensive microservices. Authors investigate which performance metrics to be used by the auto-scaler in order to prevent overloaded message queues and avoid SLA violations. Their evaluation showed that the traditional CPU utilization metric is suitable for scaling all classes of microservices if they have constant characteristics. However, it is vulnerable if microservices are responsible for different computational operations.

Abdel Khaleq et al. [165] propose an auto-scaling system that takes into account the heterogeneity of microservices in terms of QoS and resource requirements. The QoS metric is the Response Time, and it is extracted from the Service Level Agreements (SLA). Authors added intelligence to their auto-scaling approach via machine learning and reinforcement learning models. These models help enhance the threshold values of the auto-scaling. The evaluated performance metrics for auto-scaling are the queue size for microservices high on input traffic, CPU usage for CPU-intensive microservices, and memory usage for memory-intensive microservices.

Taherizadeh et al. [166] present a multi-level auto-scaling system with dynamically changing thresholds. Authors argue that using infrastructure-level metrics such as CPU usage might be helpful for some basic applications, but their effectiveness drops when dealing with heterogeneous services. The proposed system uses not only infrastructure but also application-level monitoring data such as application throughput. Authors define a fine-grained auto-scaling for containerized applications as an approach able to satisfy application performance requirements (e.g., response time) while optimizing the resource utilization in terms of the number of container instances.

In this work, the proposed microservices auto-scaling approach considers the heterogeneity of deployed microservices in terms of their data characteristics. Each supported data type has an auto-scaling threshold that is dynamically adjusted based on available instances. The auto-scaling rules are based on an application-level metric (total number of active clients), and the QoS metric we tend to satisfy is the system response time. The proposed system tends to optimize resource usage by continuously adapting the number of instances using Scale Out and Scale Down algorithms.

### 4.3 Limitations of the Istio Service Mesh

The proposed data-driven system is implemented in the Istio Service Mesh to manage the services interactions. It offers a set of key features that allows to secure, observe, connect and control microservices across the Service Mesh network. Istio works na-
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tively with Kubernetes (k8s) [86]. All microservices deployed in k8s are distributed across one or multiple virtual clusters, called Namespaces, that create logically isolated environments.

Istio presents three significant limitations in creating a data-driven service discovery architecture with QoS guarantees:

1. Microservices deployed in Istio are not immediately visible to the clients outside the platform. To expose them, there is a need to manually create a set of routing rules linked to a component called Ingress Gateway. However, in our dynamic architecture, where new microservices come and go, this is inefficient. Therefore, exposing available microservices to external clients and hiding them when they are deleted must be done automatically without any external intervention.

2. When microservices have many instances, Istio is responsible for balancing the incoming traffic between them within the same Namespace. Our architecture manages microservices by data type as DMG representing Namespaces dedicated to each type. When multiple instances of a DMG exist, the system needs to balance requests between the microservices instances replicated in different Namespaces to prevent inconsistent workload distribution.

3. Istio maintains an internal service registry containing the descriptions of microservices running in the Service Mesh. In addition, Istio offers a Consul adapter as an integrated registry. However, Consul [167] provides its own service description format that does not support any additional properties. These two service registries use the Domain Name System (DNS) [168] for service discovery. This creates the need to modify Istio and integrate an alternative service registry that supports our proposed data model without affecting the data-driven discovery process.

Overcoming the limitations of Istio requires the integration of new components: IngressController, designed to automate the creation and deletion of routing rules ①. LoadBalancer to control sharing incoming requests among DMG instances ②. Finally, the ServiceRegistry that accepts the proposed data model and allows profiles matching for the data-driven discovery process ③.
4.4 Architecture Design for Improving QoS

Providing the missing functionalities in the Service Mesh and integrating resource adaptation strategies in the data-driven architecture requires implementing and deploying new management components. This section presents the set of management components used and their roles in the resource adaptation process. Three categories of management services exist in the system: API management services, operational services, and adaptation services. The full architectural design of the QoS-aware system is presented in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1 – Overview of the data-driven QoS architecture. It provides operational and adaptation support to control the discovery and access requests initiated by the clients.](image-url)
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4.4.1 API management services

The system adopts a data-driven discovery approach with a new communication strategy between clients and the internal system components. Integrating this approach in the system requires exposing a discovery API and control incoming traffic. The management services in this category are presented below:

1) Ingress Gateway Service: It is a given service by the Service Mesh Istio. It is required for exposing services to external clients and managing routing rules. The routing rule is a powerful tool for traffic management in Istio. Based on a matching condition, a routing rule forward the incoming requests to particular destinations. The matching conditions can be on traffic ports, header fields, URIs, and more. In this work, the matching conditions are on services’ URIs. The Ingress Gateway is the entry point of the Service Mesh. For the discovery requests, this component forwards the load to the BFF API Gateway Service. For accessing the services after discovery, the system does not use the default Load Balancer given by the Service Mesh. The Ingress Gateway is designed to forward the load to a customized LoadBalancer Service.

2) BFF API Gateway Service: it is a service created to manage the customized discovery API. It is created for each data type supported in the platform. As described in Chapter 3 on page 42, this component receives the discovery requests and contacts the dedicated registry to lookup for functionalities and microservices according to the client’s data object. Before this component proceeds to the discovery mechanism, it is responsible for checking whether the discovery requests must be rejected or not. To do so, the BFF API Gateway service sends the client’s data type, specified in the incoming requests, to another management service, called the DMGController Service, presented later in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.2 Operational services

Grouping deployed microservices by data type as DMG is not supported in the literature. Thus, the system needs to implement services for managing the microservices registration, exposing them to external clients, and controlling their traffic routing. These management services control the deployed microservices and help the resource management process. The services in this category are presented below:

1) Registar Service: it is a customized third-party registration component. It
receives the microservices description models at startup, registers them in the local
service registry, and then un-registers the microservices at shutdown. This Registrar is
the only component in the platform able to notify the management services when a new
microservice is deployed or removed. Many third-party registration components exist
in the literature to automate the registration process in containerized platforms such
as Registrar [169] and Joyent [170]. However, existing components are not helpful
in our architecture for two reasons: first, they create services description based on the
environment and does not support predefined data-centric service description models;
second, they are designed to work with specific registries such as Consul and etcd [171]
and do not support customized databases. For those two reasons, we need to create
our own Registrar to manage the registration of DMGs.

2) **IngressController Service:** it is a standalone service able to update Istio’s
routing rules automatically. This component is needed in order to dynamically expose
deployed microservices to external clients in the Ingress Gateway without any human
intervention. It makes Istio more suitable for dynamic environments. The IngressCon-
troller service exposes two **http** endpoints to receive notifications from the Registrar
Service when microservices are added or removed. Based on the notifications, it updates
the routing rules. If a new microservice is deployed in the system, the IngressController
service adds a new rule containing the URI of the service as a matching condition. If
the microservice is removed, the rule is deleted. The destination of the added routing
rules is a customized **Load Balancer Service**.

3) **LoadBalancer Service:** it is a standalone service designed to apply load balanc-
ing algorithms. As Service Mesh does not support routing traffic across DMG instances,
this component was needed. It receives incoming requests, and based on their URI, it
distributes them among the instances of the requested microservices located in different
DMGs. The Load Balancer uses a Round Robin algorithm by default, and additional
algorithms can be added as well. It exposes an **http** endpoint to receive incoming
traffic from the Ingress Gateway service and another to receive notifications from the
Registrar Service when new microservices are added or deleted.

### 4.4.3 Adaptation services

The core of the resource adaptation scheme is implemented in three management ser-
vices. With these adaptation services, the data-driven architecture is able to **Scale Out**
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and Scale Down groups of microservices for specific data types and shed load to reduce system overhead. The services in this category are the following:

1) DMGController Service: it represents the trigger component of the adaptation strategies deployed in the system. For each discovery request, it receives from the BFF Gateway service the type of the client’s data. Based on the total number of active clients in the DMGs of the specified data type, the DMGController Service decides whether the request for this data type can proceed with the discovery process. The active clients of a DMG correspond to those currently using the microservices within the group. If the targeted DMG is overloaded, it triggers the ScaleOUT Service to increase the system capacity. If the ScaleOUT Service is unable to scale the microservices due to the lack of free resources, the DMGController Service starts shedding the load. If the targeted DMG is not overloaded, the discovery process proceeds normally.

2) ScaleOUT Service: it is responsible for the “ScaleOut” algorithm, presented later in Section 4.5. It allows the system to adapt to the incoming requests by creating new DMG instances for overloaded data types while considering available resources. It exposes an http endpoint for receiving overload notifications and interacts with the service registries to add newly created DMGs.

3) ScaleDOWN Service: it is responsible for the “ScaleDown” algorithm, presented in Section 4.5. This algorithm is triggered periodically by the ScaleDOWN Service to check the resource capacity of each supported data type. If a data type has a small number of active clients in comparison to a fixed threshold and has more than one DMG instance, the algorithm scales down the DMGs of this data type and free allocated resources.

4.5 Management Algorithms

The proposed data-driven microservices architecture is dynamic where new microservices can be added, and others removed. This affects the number of incoming requests, which will be continuously changing. The fickleness of load leads to a misuse of system resources: Excessive load causes an overuse of resources, which significantly slows down the processing system. Besides, deficient load gives rise to an underuse of reserved resources.

One way to avoid the overuse of resources is to set a limit to the maximum number
of concurrent requests that microservices can process. However, our system contains microservices of different data types that share the system’s resources. Thus, microservices of a specific DMG can sometimes receive a considerable number of requests. This can lead the system to reach its fixed threshold (referred to as \texttt{maxreq}) without allowing other microservices groups of different data types to process additional requests. In this data-driven architecture, avoiding a specific data type from taking over Zone’s resources is done by defining a rate limiter and a resource quota (CPU, RAM) for each data type supported. Thus, when deploying a DMG, the system can only reserve resources from those assigned to its data type without violating its resource quota.

On the other hand, the number and size of data in each incoming request are unknown in advance. So, using only a rate limiter to control the resource usage can sometimes lead to a misuse of system resources. For example, with a limit rate equal to 10 concurrent requests, an application that accepts only images with dimensions less than 2560x1600 will need fewer resources to processes 10 HD grayscale images with dimensions 1280x720 than 10 Widescreen RGB images with the maximum dimensions.

As a consequence, we designed an adaptation scheme based on three QoS algorithms: ScaleOut, ScaleDown, and Load Shedding. This scheme helps create a system able to handle the rise and fall of incoming load with minimal performance degradation. In addition, it prevents rejecting requests when the rate limiter is reached, but there are still enough resources in the platform. The details of the algorithms are presented in this section.

4.5.1 ScaleOut algorithm

This algorithm is responsible for increasing the capacity of the system when an overload is detected. As described in Section 4.4, the component responsible for detecting the overload is the \textit{DMGController Service}. The \textit{BFF Gateway Service} notifies the controller for each discovery request by sending the client’s data type. The controller checks whether an action should be done to prevent an overload from the microservices of this data type, or the discovery request can enter the system directly. The ScaleOut algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The logic of function \texttt{Discovery} is implemented in the \textit{BFF Gateway Service}, and that of function \texttt{NotifyDMG} is implemented in the \textit{DMGController Service}.

When a notification is received, the \textit{DMGController Service} examines the total number of running requests for the active users (referred to as \texttt{RunningReq}) in all the
Algorithm 1: Scale out overloaded data-driven microservices groups

Data: dataType, dataFormat
Result: Discover functionalities depending on the data

1. Microservice Discovery(dataType, dataFormat)

   begin
   2. HandleREQ ← NotifyDMG(dataType);
   3. if HandleREQ == TRUE then
      4. MSlist ← FindServices(dataType, dataFormat);
      5. return (MSlist);
   6. else
   7. return(NULL);

Data: dataType
Result: Modifying system capacity based on the load

9. boolean NotifyDMG(dataType)

   begin
   10. RunningReq ← countREQ(dataType);
   11. maxreq ← countMAX(dataType);
   12. if RunningReq > 85% × maxreq then
      13. if resourceavailable() == TRUE then
         14. ScaleUP(dataType);
      15. else
      16. nbDMGtype ← countDMG(dataType);
      17. if nbDMGtype > 1 then
         18. DMGname ← FindOveloadedDMG(dataType);
         19. UpdateDMGstate(DMGname, “OFF”)
         20. return(FALSE);
      21. else
      22. return(TRUE);

DMG that belongs to the client’s data type. It verifies whether RunningReq exceeds 85 percent of the total rate limiter maxreq specified for these DMGs. If this threshold is not yet reached, the controller demands the BFF Gateway Service to accept the discovery request. The discovery request will be processed normally, and the client will discover the existing functionalities. However, if the threshold is reached, two options exist: ① if the resource quota specified for this data type allows the reservation of additional system resources, the DMGController Service triggers the ScaleOUT Service presented in Section 4.4 to create a new DMG instance. At each creation of a new
instance, the maxreq threshold will be automatically incremented. That increases the capacity of the data type to process more requests; however, if there are no more free resources sufficient to replicate a DMG for this data type, the algorithm hides first the overloaded DMG while ensuring that one instance remains. Hiding a DMG instance consist of changing the status of its microservices from ON to OFF. Changing the status of overloaded microservices allows them to finish processing their currently active requests while preventing them from appearing to upcoming discovery clients. Also, it decreases the allowed maxreq for the targeted data type. Later, the controller triggers the LoadShedding algorithm and notifies the BFF Gateway Service of the overload.

### 4.5.2 ScaleDown algorithm

Hiding DMG instances during the discovery process simply means changing their status but without actually removing them and releasing their allocated resources. Thus, when the system hides multiple DMGs due to system overload, the allowed resources by the specified quota become all reserved but not efficiently used. This prevents the system from using these resources to deploy new DMGs and serve additional clients. Algorithm 2 is implemented to prevent the underuse of system resources.

It is applied by the ScaleDOWN Service presented in Section 4.4. This service triggers the ScaleDown algorithm periodically to check the system DMGs. It has two responsibilities: 1) releasing resources reserved by the hidden DMG (with status OFF) after they finish processing the requests of currently active clients; 2) hiding the deployed DMG instances that are no longer needed. The ScaleDown algorithm considers a DMG

---

**Algorithm 2:** Scale down underutilized data-driven microservices groups

**Data:** maxreq, DMGtype  
**Result:** Remove the useless DMG

```
void ScaleDownDMG(DMGtype)
begin
    nbDMGtype ← countDMG(DMGtype);
    RunningReq ← countREQ(DMGtype);
    if RunningReq ≤ 50% × maxreq then
        if nbDMGtype > 1 then
            DMGmin ← selectDMGmin();
            UpdateDMGstate(DMGmin, “OFF”);
        RemoveInactiveDMG(DMGtype);
```
instance of a specific data type as unessential if the capacity $\text{maxreq}$ of this type is underused. If the total number of running requests $\text{RunningReq}$ in all the DMG of this type is less than 50 percent of the total data type capacity $\text{maxreq}$, the algorithm will demand to change the status of one instance to $\text{OFF}$. The DMG that will be considered unessential for the system and that can be avoided is the one with the fewest number of requests at the time when the algorithm is triggered. The $\text{maxreq}$ of the data type will decrease, and the algorithm will later remove the hidden DMG.

4.5.3 Load Shedding algorithm

This algorithm represents a rate limiting technique. It aims to shed some of the incoming load so that the system can continue operating and providing services for a subset of requests rather than crashing completely. In our QoS approach, we shed load in two cases: ① when the total number of running requests for a specific data type exceeds the predefined $\text{maxreq}$ but there are not enough free resources (CPU, RAM) in the platform to deploy new DMG instances; ② when a new request arrives at the system and the new deployed DMG is not yet ready to receive requests (its status is still $\text{Waiting}$). In the first case, the Load Shedding algorithm will continue to reject the incoming requests for a specific data type until the already existing DMGs are no longer overloaded. For the second case, as long as the status of the newly deployed DMGs are still “Waiting” the algorithm will continue to shed the load forwarded to them by the $\text{LoadBalancer Service}$. When the microservices of the new DMGs are deployed and their status switch to $\text{ON}$, the Load Shedding algorithm will stop. The component responsible for applying this algorithm is the $\text{DMGController Service}$.

4.6 Evaluation of System Adaptation

The integration of the adaptation scheme in the Service Mesh offers our system the ability to adapt itself to dynamic and heterogeneous load while effectively using the physical resources of the platform. This section presents the methodology and the results of a set of experiments realized on the proposed platform. These experiments aim to evaluate the behavior and the scalability of the proposed data-driven system when dealing with unexpected load.
4.6.1 Methodology overview

4.6.1.1 Platform

Our platform is integrated into Service Mesh Istio 1.16 and built on top of Kubernetes 1.15. We implemented and deployed the architecture presented in Figure 4.1 that includes a service registry cluster, seven customized management services, and the required components of Istio and Kubernetes. The registry cluster is implemented as a distributed MySQL Cluster [172] with 6 nodes members. MySQL Cluster is a multi-master database where each data node member can accept write and read operations. It ensures that updates made by any application are instantly available to all other members. The architecture contains one DMG Image grouping a set of microservices dedicated to graphics and image processing. The DMG Image is managed in Kubernetes as a Namespace. The microservices that belong to it are deployed within the defined Namespace and are isolated from the microservices of any other DMG instance.

This platform is evaluated in two scenarios: when the rate of the incoming load is stable and when it is dynamically changing. It is important to note that the evaluation results showed in this section are not specific to this use case. This simplified use case is to show the behavior of the system in order to guarantee a QoS. The work we present here is neither limited to particular services deployed in the DMGs nor specific to certain data types.

4.6.1.2 Testbed

The platform evaluation is performed on the French large-scale platform Grid’5000 [173]. It represents a distributed testbed designed to support experimental-driven research in parallel and distributed systems. The experimental setup of this work contains 27 compute nodes on the dahu cluster at the site of Grenoble. Each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon Gold 6130 processors, 16 cores per CPU, 192 GiB memory, and a primary disk drive SDD with a capacity of 240 GB. The nodes are connected by 10 Gbps Ethernet network and run 64-bit Debian stretch Linux with Java 8 installed.

Kubernetes follows master-slave architecture. So, in all the experiments, one reserved node is dedicated to be the master node, while all the remaining nodes are slaves nodes. Each experiment has been conducted with a new reservation of the testbed and deployment of the platform. We ensured that the experiments were isolated with no interference originated from other users.
4.6.1.3 Platform configuration

The resource quota specified for the data type *Image* is 13 CPUs and 23GB memory. This quota means that the total number of resources reserved by the DMGs for data type Image cannot exceed the limit. This prevents specific data types from taking over the system resources.

The initial rate limiter \texttt{maxreq} of the data type *Image* is set to 80 concurrent requests. This threshold dynamically changes based on the number of available DMGs.

4.6.1.4 Benchmarks

Two test files are created for the evaluation of the proposed platform. They represent two clients generating a different type of load for 20 minutes. The definition of load in these experiments is a set of discovery requests for the existing services.

The first test file is a data source responsible for generating a stable load of 600 requests per second RPS. The second test file is responsible for generating a dynamic load with a distribution of requests of 50 RPS, then 100 RPS, and lastly, another 50 RPS. Each rate lasts for 5 min.

4.6.1.5 Metrics

The evaluation metrics of these experiments are the following: system Response Time (RT), percentage of accepted requests, number of DMG replicas, and the number of incoming requests.

The \textit{number of incoming requests} refers to the number of discovery requests generated by the test files and sent to the system. The \textit{system response Time} corresponds to the average time needed to complete the discovery mechanism and access the selected microservices. The \textit{percentage of accepted requests} presents the percentage of discovery requests allowed to enter the platform after the system verifies its ability to process them. The \textit{number of DMG replicas} corresponds to the number of DMG instances for a specific data type. As in these experiments only a DMG *Image* is deployed, the number of DMG replicas corresponds to the number of DMG *Image* instances available.

During the experiments, these metrics are collected using the open-source visualization layer Grafana [174] and the storage back-end Prometheus [175]. In addition to monitoring the services deployed in the cluster, we need to monitor the Kubernetes cluster itself (such as namespaces/DMG, pods, etc.). We deployed the kube-state-metrics
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v2.0.0+ endpoint [176] to monitor the Kubernetes API server. This endpoint is then linked to Prometheus to expose the collected metrics.

4.6.2 Evaluation results

Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the average RT and the percentage of accepted requests for a stable incoming load. We can observe three different phases. The first phase shows the baseline of 1 request per second. It presents a low average response time and a percentage of accepted requests equal to 100%. We aim to saturate the existing DMG by increasing the incoming rate to 600 RPS in order to show the system’s behavior. When we switch from the baseline to this new rate, the second phase of the graph shows that the average RT begins to increase respectively until it reaches a peak of 25 seconds. In parallel, as the existing DMG alone cannot process this incoming rate, the system starts shedding load. The graph shows that the percentage of accepted requests falls off rapidly until only 60% of incoming requests are accepted.

The drop of system performance triggers the DMGController Service that detects a system overload and notifies the ScaleOUT Service, which runs our ScaleOut algorithm.
This algorithm replicates the targeted DMG to increase the system capacity and improve the performance. In parallel, the *DMGController Service* runs the LoadShedding algorithm to prevent requests from blocking the saturated DMG.

As requests continue to arrive, the final phase in the graph shows a decrease in the average RT. This decrease continues until it stabilizes around a value close to our baseline. At the same time, due to the creation of new DMG instances, the number of accepted requests rises respectively until it maintains its peak of 100%.

In the second experiment, we switch to a dynamic distribution of load rather than a stable incoming rate to focus on the number of DMG *replicas*. Figure 4.3 shows the variation in the number of DMG *replicas* while the incoming rate varies over time following a specific distribution of the load. We aim with this distribution to show the system capacity to adjust the number of DMG *replicas* according to a load that goes up and down respectively.

![Figure 4.3](image)

Figure 4.3 – With a dynamic incoming rate, the system tunes the number of replicas according to the load.

At first, since the unique DMG *replicas* targeted in this experiment cannot process more than 80 concurrent requests, sending 50 requests each second leads to a system overload. This triggers the *DMGController Service* and then the *ScaleOUT Service*, responsible for the ScaleOUT algorithm, to create multiple new DMG *replicas*. As
the graph shows, the number of replicas increased rapidly from 1 to 5 DMG replicas. Similarly, when the number of requests goes from 50 to 100 RPS, the number of replicas continues to increase slowly while following the variation of the incoming rate.

Later, to show how the system reacts if the incoming rate suddenly falls off, we switched back the number of incoming requests from 100 to 50 RPS. As the incoming rate is lower than the capacity of the total number of replicas, the ScaleDOWN Service triggers the ScaleDown algorithm in order to free unnecessary DMG. As the graph shows, following this diminution, the number of replicas decreases respectively with a variation similar to the incoming rate.

4.7 Conclusion

Adopting Peer-to-Peer technology and supporting multiple data types require integrating dynamic data-driven management strategies to guarantee a quality of service. The current Istio Service Mesh is not designed to support that. Thus, this work introduces new components to overcome the Service Mesh limitations.

We have deployed this Service Mesh data-driven architecture on a real-life testbed. Results showed that the platform can adapt and maintain a QoS in terms of response time and percentage of accepted requests when receiving incoming rates that exceed system capacity. In addition, the system is effectively adapting itself to the incoming load by replicating a sufficient number of DMG, enough to process the incoming requests, and removing allocated resources when they are no more needed.

In chapters 3 and 4, we targeted the resource management layer of the data-driven system. In the next chapter, we present the data and workflow management layers with the experiments conducted.
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5.1 Introduction

Ecosystems supporting emerging applications have become highly heterogeneous and geographically distributed, bringing significant challenges in delivering processing results in a timely manner with respect to other Quality of Service (QoS) constraints [36]. Many emerging applications require real-time data processing with a specific quality of the processing results, referred to as accuracy. Meeting the application’s objectives when dealing with multiple data sources and resources of heterogeneous capabilities highlights the need for resource and data management solutions that enables trade-offs between the time and the quality of the application.
Resource management aims at task allocation strategies and collaborative infrastructure designs [177, 178]. On the other hand, data management often consists of customizing tasks to suit the resource-constrained systems while addressing the trade-off between QoS metrics [101, 179]. Existing work tends to approach these two aspects independently and rarely manages the entire application workflow, resulting in inefficiencies between the design and the deployment of emerging applications. This work aims to combine a data quality adaptation approach and a workflow scheduling strategy for time-sensitive workflows that rely on constrained resources located at the network’s Edge, powerful core, and along the data path. The system manages trade-offs between the end-to-end workflow latency and the accuracy of results to meet the performance requirements of emerging applications. It offers means to developers to automatically distribute workflows across the Edge-to-Cloud computing continuum.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents a literature review on existing data quality adaptation and workflow scheduling approaches. The system architecture, modeling, and the management objective formulation are described in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the data adaptation strategy. Section 5.5 shows in detail the workflow scheduling strategy on the heterogeneous resources. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.

### 5.2 Literature: Data and Workflow Management

#### 5.2.1 Configuration adaptation for Edge-based systems

Analyzing incoming data in environments with limited resources while guaranteeing QoS constraints is challenging. Several data processing systems and frameworks either allocate predetermined resources for data processing in a way to achieve fairness among users or assume that the available resource capacity is infinite [100]. Keeping these assumptions when dealing concurrently with multiple data sources on limited resources will negatively affect the processing quality for all users. In practice, when processing data concurrently, the resources available to each data source are often unknown. Online and offline profiling-based configurations adaptation with trade-offs between QoS requirements is currently a promising solution to address the issue of limited resources [180]. Online profiling corresponds to periodically checking the possible configuration adaptations and selecting the optimal one [101, 180]. However, offline profiling consists of checking the possible configurations only once offline, and then during
runtime they choose and adjust the optimal configuration \cite{15,100,102,181–184}. The latter is inefficient in emerging dynamic applications since new services can be added or removed, new data sources can join the system with different data resolutions, and the complexity of the data content can vary during runtime.

In \cite{184}, Zamani et al. tackle the latency accumulation problem caused by the constrained bandwidth capacity between data producers and consumers. The proposed system decides between low-resolution and high-resolution configuration based on the outcome of the detection algorithm. If at least one object is detected, a high-resolution image is delivered to the consumer. Otherwise, a low-resolution is given. However, the authors do not consider the limited computing capacities of the streaming platform.

Wang et al. \cite{15} address the issue of limited computing and network resources between IoT devices and Edge nodes. They adopt a configuration adaptation and a bandwidth allocation for a multi-user video analytics system. A configuration refers to a particular combination of video resolution and frame rate. Their objective is to find the optimal trade-off between analytics accuracy and energy consumption, with a long-term latency constraint. Unlike our system, the authors do not manage workflows in a computing continuum but single services distributed on the Edge nodes.

Kim et al. \cite{180} present an online configuration adaptation algorithm in a GPU-enable Edge server for video analytics systems. Its objective is to minimize the total latency and maximize the total accuracy of analyzing multiple video streams while utilizing limited computing resources. It optimizes the resource-accuracy trade-off with respect to frame rate and frame resolution of video streams. Unlike our system, the authors target services and not application workflows. In addition, the infrastructure consists of a single Edge server and not a heterogeneous computing continuum.

The configuration adaptation is adopted by Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) systems deployed at the network Edge \cite{102,183}. Lui et al. \cite{183} present a multi-user MAR system that enables mobile users to dynamically change their AR configurations according to wireless conditions and computation workloads in edge servers. The dynamic configuration adaptations strategy targets the frames resolution and rate in order to reduce the service latency of MAR users and maximize the quality of augmentation.

### 5.2.2 Workflow scheduling strategies

In computing infrastructures, \textit{scheduling} refers to the allocation of computing resources and the mapping of the application to those resources in a way to meet QoS con-
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Constraints (such as latency and energy consumption) or achieve an optimization system goal (such as minimizing application makespan and maximizing throughput) [185]. Based on the application, scheduling approaches can be classified into three main categories. First, job scheduling techniques are designed to schedule processing jobs on the cluster workers [186–188]. Second, single task scheduling techniques for scheduling provided services with a guarantee of specific performance targets [189–191]. Lastly, workflow scheduling techniques are designed to distribute the entire application on the available resources [14,99,192]. This category is not yet well discussed in the literature. The contribution of this work belongs to the last category.

The workflows of emerging applications include tasks with diverse data quality, performance, and resource requirements. Cloud-based infrastructures consist of heterogeneous resources offering various computing and network capacities. The diversity of both applications and resources must be considered during scheduling to reduce performance degradation and achieve efficient scheduling [193,194].

Krishnapriya et al. [193] stressed the need to take into account the extreme heterogeneity of applications, infrastructures, and incoming data in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT) applications. Otherwise, scheduling approaches can lead to sub-optimal results.

Zhang et al. [194] present a task classification approach based on user-defined resource requirement (CPU, RAM) and task priority. The goal of task classification is to divide workflows into multiple task classes with similar resource demand and performance characteristics. The class of each task is used during scheduling to determine the allocation policy that should be applied to the task. Task priorities ensure that high-priority tasks are scheduled earlier than low-priority tasks. Similarly, in our work, we adopt a task classification to characterize the heterogeneous workflow for scheduling. Some classes have a higher scheduling priority than others, and each follows a scheduling policy.

The functional partitioning of a data-driven workflow and its distribution across Edge-to-Cloud resources has been considered in [14]. Ali et al. [14] present a system for large-scale video stream analytics. The analysis pipeline is decomposed into stages; each consists of a set of processing tasks. The basic processing tasks are considered non-intensive tasks and are placed on the Edge resources. For intensive tasks, the authors propose three strategies to distribute the stages across Edge, in-transit, and Cloud resources. The first consists of observing the inference time of the task when deployed on each layer; the second strategy relies on estimating the content of the frames; the
third strategy consists of observing historical data to decide the best placement of tasks. Among the proposed strategies, only the first strategy was further explored by the authors in [99] under deadline constraints. This scheduling strategy is goal-driven, where the scheduling decisions made are motivated by the author’s goal of satisfying the deadline constraints of the user’s submitted job. Unlike our data-driven scheduling strategy proposed in this work, these approaches do not consider the difference in the tasks’ computing and network requirements nor the impact of incoming data on the application performance.

Renart et al. [192] tackle the problem of dynamically decomposing and placing IoT data-flows on heterogeneous Edge and Cloud resources. They explore the heterogeneity of operators, their interactions and resources capacity to orchestrate the IoT data-flows while optimizing the end-to-end application latency. They present a programming model based on R-Pulsar system [195] allowing developers to define dataflow splitting across the Edge and the Cloud.

5.3 System Architecture and Modeling

Several management microservices are implemented to allow the optimization of the application latency when deployed in distributed, heterogeneous and limited environment. An overview of the system architecture is presented in Figure 5.1. When an application workflow is submitted to the system, the workflow management strategy is executed in order to place the workflow on the infrastructure resources. As it is shown in Figure 5.1, four workflow management microservices are implemented to achieve the workflow management strategy. Details about this strategy are presented in Section 5.5. Later, when a user joins the system, the data management strategy is executed. It aims to specify the data quality that should be adopted by each existing user in order to optimize the application latency. The best quality distribution is selected based on performance estimations. As shown in Figure 5.1, four data management microservices are used to accomplish the data quality adaptation strategy. Details about this strategy are presented in Section 5.4. The data-driven microservice discovery mechanism presented previously in Chapter 3 is used to assign workflows to users based on their data quality.

The remainder of this section presents the infrastructure, workflow, and performance modeling. The latter consists of an end-to-end latency and a processing accuracy modeling. In addition, this section provides a formulation of the system objective.
Figure 5.1 – A global overview of the system design illustrating the management microservices and their interactions.

5.3.1 Infrastructure model

The infrastructure design is based on the Edge-to-Cloud computing continuum. The set of computing resources available is given by $R = \{r_k\}$ which represents the set of Edge ($E$), Fog ($F$), and Cloud ($C$) nodes. In this work, the terms Cloudlet and Fog refer to the resources along the data path from the edge of the network to the core. Cloudlet resources provide computational capabilities greater than Edge resources and less than Cloud resources. The capacity of the Cloudlet-Cloud network link is a thousand times higher than the capacity of the Edge-Cloudlet link.
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The system supports multiple data sources located at the Edge. The set of data sources in the system are denoted by \( U = \{u_1, u_2, ..., u_k\} \). Each user \( u \) has a set of configuration metrics such as its data type, format, quality, data rate, QoS, etc. For simplicity, in this chapter, we focus on the user’s data type, quality, and size. The QoS constraints are predefined for the application. Let \( CU = \{c_u, 1 \leq i \leq k\} \) the set of configurations for each user \( u \in U \). The configuration \( c_u \) of a user is defined as \( c_u = (dt, dq, ds) \) where \( dt \), \( dq \) and \( ds \) refer to the original user’s data type, quality and size, respectively. Due to the data quality management strategy adopted in this work as a part of the proposed trade-off solution (presented later in Section 5.4), the quality \( dq \) and size \( ds \) of a user are inconstant during runtime. This adaptation strategy is defined as \( \text{adapt}(CU) \rightarrow \{CU' = \{c_{u'}\} | \forall c_{u'}, c_{u'} = (dt', dq', ds')\} \). It takes as input the set of users’ configurations and generates the output \( CU' \). This output corresponds to the set of users’ configurations after applying the adaptation strategy. As it is shown in Figure 5.1, this configuration is obtained via the use of performance models and the data-driven service discovery approach. The metrics \( (dq', ds') \) of a user might refer to its original quality and size \( (dq, ds) \) or new adapted configuration. For simplicity, in this section, we will refer to the quality and size of user’s data respectively as \( q \) and \( s \), whether original or adapted.

5.3.2 Workflow model

An application workflow consists of a sequence of functionalities. Let \( W = \{f_1, ..., f_X\} \) be the application workflow with \( X \) corresponds to the total number of functionalities provided. Different microservices can be implemented to provide the same functionality \( f \), but each accepts specific data characteristics and has its own configuration. Thus, for each functionality \( f \) there is a set of microservices \( M = \{m'_1, m'_2, ..., m'_Z\} \) that provide it. Details about the metrics used to describe the configuration of a microservice are given in Chapter 3 page 38. Let \( CM = \{c_{m'_y}, 1 \leq y \leq Z\} \) be the set of configurations of each implementation \( m'_y \in M \). For simplicity, in this chapter the microservice’s configuration metrics used are defined as \( c_{m'_y} = (t', q', s', RPS') \) where \( t' \), \( q' \) and \( s' \) corresponds to the type, quality and size of the microservice’s input data, respectively. \( RPS' \) refers to the number of requests the microservice can process per second. Among the different implementations of a functionality \( f \), one microservice at a time is selected to be a part of the workflow assigned to user. Let \( m = \sum_{y=1}^{Z} \phi_y m'_y \) represents the selected microservice for a functionality \( f \). The variable \( \phi \) is a binary that indicates
whether a microservice $m'$ is selected from $M$ to provide a functionality $f$. Based on the data-driven service discovery mechanism presented in Chapter 3 page 40, the selected microservice is the one matching the characteristics of the user’s data. Thus, the binary $\phi$ is presented as follows:

$$\phi = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } q_{m'} = q_u, t_{m'} = dt_u \text{ and } s_{m'} \geq s_u \\
0 & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}$$

The application workflow corresponds to the set of microservices providing the sequence of functionalities needed. Hence, the workflow assigned to a user $u$ is formulated as $W_u = \{m_i, 1 \leq i \leq X\}$. Due to the data quality adaptation strategy adopted in this work, the configuration of the user $c_u$ might changes during runtime. Thus, the workflow assigned to a user $u$ varies over time.

### 5.3.3 Performance models

This thesis focuses on the application’s end-to-end latency, and the quality of data processing referred to as accuracy. This section presents the average end-to-end latency and accuracy of $K$ data sources in a time slot $t$. A data generated by a data source $u$ is considered as a job $J$ to be processed by the application. Let $N$ be the total number of jobs generated by a data source in a time slot $t$.

#### 5.3.3.1 End-to-end latency model

The configuration of the job $J$ depends on its user’s $c_{u'}$ configuration generated by the adaptation strategy. If $c_{u'}$ is different than the original (or previous) user’s configuration $c_u$, the job is forwarded to a management microservice defined as $reduce(J, c_u, c_{u'})$. It is responsible for applying the adapted configuration $c_{u'} = (dt, dq', ds')$ on job $J$ having a current configuration $c_u$ before starting the data processing. Hence, the end-to-end latency of a job $J$ from a data source $u$ corresponds to the time taken to adapt the job’s configuration, if needed, and then to complete its assigned data processing workflow. The end-to-end latency is formulated as follows:

$$T^u_J = \mu \cdot T_{reduce} + T_W$$

$T_{reduce}$ is a constant value that refers to the time required to reduce the job’s quality via the management microservice $Reduce$ (see Figure 5.1). The value $\mu$ is a binary
that indicates whether a data quality reduction was needed for this data source or not. Details about data adaptation will be presented in Section 5.4. $T_W$ corresponds to the total time spent in the application workflow assigned to the user based on its data entry. It includes the sum of the response time of all the microservices in the workflow. It is presented as:

$$T_W = \sum_{i=1}^{n} RT(m_i)$$

where

$$RT(m_i) = \alpha \cdot T_D + Trans(m_j,m_i) + T_E$$

$RT(m_i)$ represents the response time of the selected microservice $m_i$ to provide a functionality in the workflow. The variable $\alpha$ is a binary that indicates whether a microservice discovery happened or not while processing a job. $T_D$ represents the discovery time of the microservice. $Trans(m_j,m_i)$ represents the time needed to transfer the data input of microservice $m_i$ from its predecessor $m_j$. A predecessor of a microservice corresponds to its preceding task in the workflow. The microservices $m_j$ and $m_i$ are the chosen microservices to provide two different functionalities. Let $r_j$ and $r_i$ be the resources where $m_j$ and $m_i$ are deployed respectively. For clarity, $Trans(m_j,m_i)$ is replaced by $Trans(r_j,r_i)$. $T_E$ corresponds to the execution time of the microservice.

The transfer time of the data is formulated as:

$$Trans(r_j,r_i) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{s}{w(r_j,F)} + \frac{s}{w(F,r_i)} & \text{if } r_j \in E, r_i \in C \\
0 & \text{if } r_i = r_j \\
\frac{s}{w(r_j,r_i)} & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}$$

$s$ refers to the data size (in Mbits) to be sent over the network. It might correspond to the original data size or to the reduced size if the function reduce was applied ($\mu = 1$ in Equation 5.1). The $w(producer, consumer)$ refers to the bandwidth (Mbits/s) of the network link between the data producer and consumer. If they were deployed on resources $\{r_i, r_j\} \in \{E, C\}$, the transferred data must pass through the Cloudlet tier.

The execution time of a microservice is presented as $T_E = Load/RPS$ where $Load$ refers to the data to be processed by $m_i$. $RPS$ is the throughput capacity of the selected microservice specified in its configuration $c_{m_i} \in CM_i$. It refers to the number of requests that can be processed per second. The value of the throughput differs based on the characteristics of the microservice selected to provide the needed functionality such as technologies used, type and resolution of input data, etc.
Thus, the average end-to-end latency of K data sources in a time slot $t$ is presented as follows:

$$T_t = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} T_{i,j}^t \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

### 5.3.3.2 Accuracy model

Due to the data-driven discovery mechanism, changing the quality of the incoming data during a time slot by the data management strategy will cause a change in the selected microservice to provide the functionality needed. The microservice chosen can impact the accuracy of the application since they have different configuration and data characteristics. Let $Q = \{q'_1, q'_2, ..., q'_L\}$ be the set of data quality supported by the deployed microservices providing the same functionality. Let $\phi_{j,k}$ and $\beta_{x,k}$ be two binary variables that indicate whether microservice $m'_i$ and data quality $q'_x$ are selected for data source $u_k$ to apply a functionality on job $J$. So, $m^k_J = \sum_{y=1}^{Z} \phi_{j,k} q^y_i$ is the microservice chosen for job $J$ from data source $u_k$ and $q^k_j = \sum_{x=1}^{L} \beta_{x,k} q'_x$ is its data quality with $\sum_{y=1}^{Z} \phi_{j,k} = 1$ and $\sum_{x=1}^{L} \beta_{x,k} = 1$. Let $\mathcal{E}(q^k_j, m^k_j)$ be the accuracy of the application when processing the job $J$ of data source $u_k$. Hence, the average accuracy of a data source $u_k$ in time slot $t$ is $\frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \mathcal{E}(q^k_j, m^k_j)$. During a time slot, $\sum_{y=1}^{Z} \phi_{j,k}$ and $\sum_{x=1}^{L} \beta_{x,k}$ can be greater than 1, which indicates that a data source can have multiple data qualities and so can use multiple microservices providing the same functionality.

The average accuracy of $K$ data sources in a time slot $t$ is presented as follows:

$$a_t = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \mathcal{E}(q^k_j, m^k_j) \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

### 5.3.4 System objective

This work aims to reduce the end-to-end latency of applications under a long-term accuracy constraint. To achieve this objective, a latency-accuracy trade-off utility function is needed. It is formulated as $U_{u,t} = a_{u,t} - \Theta T_{u,t}$ where $\Theta$ trades off between the latency cost and accuracy. The total utility for $K$ data sources in time slot $t$ is presented as:

$$U_t = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} U_{i,t}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.6)
Table 5.1 – An overview of the mathematical notations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of Edge nodes</td>
<td>$E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of Fog nodes</td>
<td>$F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of Cloud nodes</td>
<td>$C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of computing resources</td>
<td>$R = {r_k} = {E \cup F \cup C}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Bandwidth between resources $r_j$ and $r_i$</td>
<td>$w(r_j, r_i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Users</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of data sources/ users</td>
<td>$U = {u_1, u_2, ..., u_k}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of users’ configurations</td>
<td>$CU = {c_{u_1}, c_{u_2}, ..., c_{u_k}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original user’s data type</td>
<td>$dt_u$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original user’s data quality</td>
<td>$dq_u$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original user’s data size</td>
<td>$ds_u$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of users’ adapted configurations</td>
<td>$CU' = {c_{u_1}', c_{u_2}', ..., c_{u_k}'}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted data quality</td>
<td>$dq'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted data size</td>
<td>$ds'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job generated by a user</td>
<td>$J$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of jobs generated by a user in time slot $t$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workflow</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow assigned to user $u$</td>
<td>$W_u$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation/microservice of a given functionality</td>
<td>$m'_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of configuration metrics for a microservice</td>
<td>$c_{m'_i}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted input data type by a microservice</td>
<td>$t'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted input data quality by a microservice</td>
<td>$q'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepted input data size by a microservice</td>
<td>$s'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microservice’s throughput</td>
<td>$RPS'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of implementations of a particular functionality</td>
<td>$M = {m'_1, m'_2, ..., m'_Z}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected implementation from $M$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary variable for selecting an implementation</td>
<td>$\phi_y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of data quality supported by $M$</td>
<td>$Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary variable for selecting a data quality from $Q$</td>
<td>$\beta^x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Latency of a workflow assigned to a user</td>
<td>$T_W$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce the configuration $c_u$ of job $J$ to $c_w$</td>
<td>$reduce(J, c_u, c_w)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency of data quality reduction</td>
<td>$T_{reduce}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary variable for the reduction</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time of a selected microservice $m_i$</td>
<td>$RT(m_i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary variable for the discovery process</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency of service discovery</td>
<td>$T_D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transfer time from microservice $m_j$ to $m_i$</td>
<td>$Trans(m_j, m_i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution time of a job in a microservice</td>
<td>$T_E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total End-to-end Latency of a job $J$ from user $u$</td>
<td>$T_J$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average end-to-end latency of $K$ users in time $t$</td>
<td>$T_t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing accuracy of job $J$ with quality $q$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{E}(q_J, m_J)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average accuracy of $K$ users in time slot $t$</td>
<td>$a_t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective Formulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency-accuracy trade-off weight</td>
<td>$\Theta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold of minimum processing accuracy</td>
<td>$a_{min}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total trade-off utility for $K$ data sources in time $t$</td>
<td>$U_t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maximizing this utility during runtime, with respect to the accuracy constraint, will increase the system efficiency. As in [15], the long-term utility augmentation during runtime will become limited. So, the system goal is formulated as follows:

\[
\text{Goal: } \max_{\beta, \phi} \lim_{t \to +\infty} \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} U_t \\
\text{subject to } \lim_{t \to +\infty} \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} a_t \geq a_{\min}
\] (5.7)

The accuracy constraint in the formula ensures that the trade-off is only possible if the long-term average accuracy exceeds the minimum threshold \(a_{\min}\).

To optimize this utility, the system aims to adapt the quality of incoming data. This adaptation is presented in Section 5.4.

### 5.4 Data Quality Adaptation Strategy

The system contains a set of distributed and limited resources of different computing and network capacity. Analyzing data generated by multiple data sources on these resources while guaranteeing the latency constraint requires adopting a latency-accuracy trade-off solution. This section presents a data quality adaptation strategy for time-critical applications. This strategy is responsible for specifying the distribution of data qualities on the existing data sources. It estimates whether the system can handle the original data qualities of all data sources or a quality reduction is required. Reducing data quality can negatively affect the application’s accuracy. So, this strategy controls the quality of generated data while guaranteeing a system accuracy higher than a fixed threshold \(a_{\min}\).

Let \(B = \{b_1, ..., b_m\}\) be the set of possible quality distributions among data sources. Each distribution \(b_i\) is formulated as \(\{\beta \cdot q_l | 1 \leq \beta \leq k, q_l \in Q\}\), where \(\beta\) represents the number of data sources having the data quality \(q_l\) and \(k\) is the total number of data sources in the system. \(q_l\) might corresponds to their original or reduced data qualities.

The proposed strategy selects from \(B\) the distribution with the fastest analysis latency and an accuracy that does not fall below the \(a_{\min}\) threshold. However, in specific use cases, the selected data quality distribution may not be the fastest: The system compromises between latency and accuracy in case there is another distribution that
provides a latency gain less than 10ms but an accuracy loss greater than or equal to 20%. The strategy is presented in the Algorithm 3 below.

**Algorithm 3:** Select the distribution of data qualities across system data sources. The selection compromises between latency and accuracy.

Result: quality distribution with the optimal trade-off.

begin
  1 initialization;
  2 for b in B do
  3   L ← getEstimatedLatency(b) ; // model (5.4) in 5.3.3.2
  4   A ← getEstimatedAccuracy(b) ; // model (5.5) in 5.3.3.2
  5   if A ≥ min then
  6     add({b, L, A}, list);
  7   if isEmpty(list) == TRUE then
  8     return ∅
  9     best ← getMinLatency(list);
 10   for x in list do
 11     if △(x[L], best[L]) < 10 and △(x[A], best[A]) ≥ 20% then
 12       best ← x;
 13   return(best);

In steps 2-6, it starts by calculating the estimated latency and accuracy of each possible data quality distribution. Then, in step 5, it filters those with unacceptable accuracy. If no configuration provides acceptable accuracy, the data source can’t join the system at that time period (steps 7 and 8). Otherwise, the preferred data distribution among the acceptable configurations is the one that provides the fastest processing (step 9). In steps 10-12, it checks if there is another distribution that matches the use case presented above. If so, it will be selected as the preferred data quality distribution in the system.

Targeted applications have dynamic data content. Therefore, adapting data quality once during analysis is inefficient as the performance varies depending on the content. To handle the dynamism of data, the adaptation strategy is triggered periodically and when new data sources join the system. The microservices responsible for applying this strategy are deployed on the Edge.

After selecting data qualities and the number of data sources that should adopt each quality, the system randomly maps qualities to data sources. This mapping switches periodically between data sources until the next adaptation period.
5.5 Data-driven Workflow Scheduling Approach

The proposed system has multiple challenges that need to be overcome in order to schedule the workflow effectively on the continuum:

1. Microservices have several implementations and have different computing and network requirements.

2. System has a limited number of resources.

3. Available system resources have different computing and network capacity.

4. In a continuum, resources can become unavailable.

For challenges 1 and 3, this work adopts resource reservation and scheduling algorithms based on a task categorization approach. This approach identifies the different categories of tasks in a workflow and their requirements. The reservation algorithm aims to allocate in advance the resources for tasks requiring high computing capacity in the submitted application. Its purpose is to prevent other tasks from allocating powerful resources and forcing intensive tasks to run with insufficient computing power. The scheduling algorithm consists of distributing the tasks on the continuum based on their categories and reserved resources. These two algorithms are presented in Section 5.5.2. For challenge 2, the system adopts a requirement adjustment algorithm. It aims to adjust the resources reserved for the intensive tasks to use the system’s limited computing resources efficiently. This adjustment algorithm is presented in Section 5.5.3. The 4th scheduling challenge is beyond the scope of this paper. The categorization approach and each scheduling algorithm are deployed as microservices and located on the Edge tier. This data-driven scheduling approach is triggered when a new or an updated workflow is submitted to the system. When triggered, the interactions between microservices are as follows: the categorization microservice first receives the workflow description. Then, after examining each task, it sends the workflow description with the categorization results to the resource reservation microservice. During the scheduling process, the reservation microservice allocates the resources and triggers the scheduling microservice. If the available system resources are not enough to handle the intensive tasks of the workflow, it triggers the resource adjustment microservice. This section presents the details of each microservice participating in the scheduling process.
5.5.1 Tasks categorization

The tasks categorization strategy consists of differentiating the application’s tasks based on their CPU, memory, bandwidth, and storage requirements. The categorization results depend on the functionality given by the tasks, their configuration, and their data input characteristics. In this work, categorizing tasks offering the same functionality is based on the quality of their data input. The task that deals with high-quality data requires more resources than tasks with low-quality data. Identifying the categories of the tasks properly allows serving their requirements better during scheduling on resources with limited capacity.

Tasks are classified into two main categories: Non-Intensive tasks and Intensive tasks. Non-Intensive tasks (NI) refer to those which do not demand frequent access to the system’s computational resources. In contrast, Intensive tasks (I) require a lot of resources to process incoming data. Among the intensive tasks, two main sub-categories can be identified: High-Intensive tasks (HI) and Low-Intensive tasks (LI). As the name implies, High-Intensive tasks require more resources than Low-Intensive tasks. The ratios between the required resources of these categories as well as their sub-categories depend on each application use case. An example of categorizing a data-driven application use case is presented in Chapter 6.

5.5.2 Heterogeneity-aware workflow scheduling algorithms

A naive approach to assign tasks to resources is to explore all the possibilities in a brute-force manner which creates a search space of exponential complexity. This work adopts the following pruning techniques to minimize the search space. First, all tasks within the same category have the same resource assignment. Second, intensive tasks can only be deployed on the Fog and Cloud resources. HI tasks have a priority to be assigned to the Cloud and LI tasks to the Fog.

The scheduling approach consists of two parts. The first part aims to reserve resources for intensive tasks. The second part of this scheduling approach is responsible for distributing the workflow on the continuum.

5.5.2.1 Resource reservation algorithm

During resource reservation, the system gives HI tasks a higher placement priority than LI tasks. The resource reservation for HI tasks is presented in Algorithm 4. This
algorithm takes as input the number of HI tasks in the submitted workflow. In step 1 and 2, it retrieves the available resources in Cloud and Cloudlet tiers, respectively. In step 3, it counts the number of HI tasks that can be placed on the Cloud. This depends on the capacity of the Cloud tier and the fixed requirements of the HI tasks. Steps 4-16 check whether the computing requirements of HI tasks can be fully guaranteed at the Cloud or they must be distributed across Cloudlet-Cloud tiers. In addition, they decide whether the available resources can handle the entire computing requirements of HI tasks or a “requirements adjustment solution” is needed. For the first case (steps 4-6), it checks if the capacity of the Cloud tier is greater than the requirements of HI tasks. If so, it reserves all required resources on the Cloud. If not (steps 7-16), it checks whether the Fog resources can handle the requirements of the remaining tasks. If so, the reserved resources for HI tasks will be distributed across Cloudlet-Cloud tiers. However, if the resources available in the Cloudlet are also not enough, it triggers Algorithm 6, which will be presented in Section 5.5.3.

**Algorithm 4:** Resource reservation for high intensive tasks.

**Data:** countHI

**Result:** List of resources reserved for HI microservices

```plaintext
List Reserve_HI(countHI)
begin
1 capCloud ← getFreeResources('cloud');
2 capFog ← getFreeResources('fog');
3 cloudHI ← countCloudHI(capCloud);
4 if cloudHI ≥ countHI then
5     entry ← reserve(countHI, 'cloud');
6     updateReservedList(entry);
7 else
8     remainHI ← countHI - cloudHI;
9     fogHI ← countFogHI(capFog);
10    if fogHI ≥ remainHI then
11       entry ← reserve(cloudHI, 'cloud');
12       updateReservedList(entry);
13       entry ← reserve(remainHI, 'fog');
14       updateReservedList(entry);
15 else
16     Adjust_res('HI');
17 return(getReservedList());
```
After reserving the resources for HI tasks, the system will repeat the same logic to reserve the resources for LI tasks. As they have a priority to be assigned to the Fog, the system checks first whether their computing requirements can be fully guaranteed at the Cloudlet level before checking the Cloud.

### 5.5.2.2 Workflow scheduling algorithm

The next step in the scheduling approach is to distribute the workflow on the continuum. It is presented in Algorithm 5. This algorithm takes as input the list of resources reserved for intensive tasks and the workflow. For each task in the workflow, it checks whether they are intensive or not. If so, it searches for the resources reserved for its category (steps 4 and 5). However, if not, it looks for the remaining free resources (steps 6 and 7). As NI tasks do not require a lot of computing power, they can be easily placed on system resources without prior reservation. Among discovered resources for each task, it selects those located near its predecessor (step 8). A predecessor of a task corresponds to its preceding task in the analysis pipeline or a data source in case it is the entry task of the workflow. In case several resources are located on the same infrastructure level, the selection of the resource is random. After selecting the resource, it deploys the task and makes it ready for production (step 9).

---

**Algorithm 5:** Scheduling application’s workflow on reserved resources.

**Data:** listsIntensive, workflow

**Result:** Mapping DL pipeline to system resources

**Void Scheduling**

```plaintext
begin
  for task in workflow do
    predecessor ← getPredecessor(task);
    category ← getCategory(task);
    if category = 'LI' OR category = 'HI' then
      list ← getReserved(category, listsIntensive);
    else
      list ← getFreeResources(category);
    res ← selectResource(list, predecessor);
    deployTask(task, res);
end
```

---
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5.5.3 Requirements adjustment algorithm

As Algorithm 4 has shown, it is possible that the system cannot handle the computing requirements of intensive tasks. Algorithm 6 is used to handle this issue. It aims to adjust the resource requirements of intensive tasks to place them on the continuum when a full guarantee of required resources is not possible. It attempts to reduce the computing requirements of intensive tasks while ensuring a minimum threshold equal to 50% of their fixed requirements. This allows maximum use of the system’s limited resources. This algorithm is only triggered by Algorithm 4 if a new workflow submission occurs.

Algorithm 6 takes as input the category of the task to be placed and the current list of resources reserved for intensive tasks. In steps 2 and 3, it gets the list of remaining free resources on the Cloudlet-Cloud tiers and selects the one with the maximum remaining capacity. If the remaining capacity of the selected resource is greater than or equal to the minimum threshold, the resource is reserved (steps 3-5). However, if not, the algorithm attempts to reach the minimum threshold by adjusting the computing capacity of the other reservations on the same selected resource (steps 6-13). In step 7, it gets the remaining capacity needed to reach the minimum threshold. The reservations

---

**Algorithm 6:** Resource adjustment for intensive tasks.

**Data:** listLI, listHI, category

**Result:** Adjust required resources of intensive tasks

**Void** Adjust_res(listLI, listHI, category)

**begin**

1. listFree ← getFreeResources();
2. res ← getMAX(listFree, category);
3. **if** res ≥ 50% × requiredResources **then**
   4. entry ← reserve(res, category);
   5. updateReservedList(category, entry);
4. **else**
   7. remain ← getRemain(res);
   8. listReservations ← checkReservations(remain, listLI, listHI);
   9. part ← (remain / size(listReservations));
   10. newList ← Reduce(part, listReservations);
   11. updateReservedList(newList);
   12. entry ← reserve(res, remain);
   13. updateReservedList(entry);

**end**

---
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on the selected resource that can handle a resource adjustment are those that remain above the minimum threshold even if their computing capacity is reduced (step 8). In steps 9 and 10, it reduces the remaining capacity needed evenly from the reservation list. After adjustment, the list of reserved resources is updated (steps 11-13).

5.6 Conclusion

Current systems tend to approach resource and data management solutions independently when managing emerging applications and without focusing on the entire application workflows. With the increase in the quality and amount of data, it became challenging to meet the application’s objectives when dealing with multiple data sources and limited resources of heterogeneous capabilities.

This chapter proposed a system that combines a data quality adaptation strategy and a workflow scheduling approach to support time-critical workflows with an accuracy constraint. It manages latency-accuracy trade-offs by controlling the quality of incoming data and distributing the workflows’ tasks across the continuum based on their functionality and data input.

In Chapter 6, we validate the system’s viability by implementing and deploying a data-driven application use case on Grid’5000 testbed.
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6.1 Introduction

Deep Learning techniques have gained massive momentum in the industry over recent years, with a growing market estimated at 44.3 Billion USD by 2027 [196]. Deep Learning applications present a growing potential to extract knowledge from the analysis of streaming data with applications in numerous domains, including computer vision [197], speech recognition [198], precision medicine [199], and COVID-19 research [200].

The ecosystem supporting the emerging Deep Learning applications has become highly heterogeneous and geographically distributed. In addition, many Deep Learning applications require critical decision-making to be delivered in a timely manner with an appropriate quality even when dealing with multiple data sources [40]. Meeting the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of Deep Learning applications on resources
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with heterogeneous capacities highlights the need for data-driven management solutions and the implementation of trade-offs between the time and the quality of analysis. This chapter aims to validate the impact of data and workflow management strategies, presented in Chapter 5, on emerging intelligent data analytics systems. In particular, this chapter focuses on a time-sensitive object detection use case in an architecture relying on the use of constrained resources located at the Edge, the powerful Cloud, and along the data path.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 presents an overview of data analytics systems with a focus on intelligent systems. The object detection use case is described in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 details the system model in the context of Deep Learning. Section 6.5 presents the evaluation of the system. Finally, Section 6.6 concludes this chapter.

6.2 Data Analytics Systems: An Overview

Data analytics is a science that provides complete data management, including the collection, cleansing, organization, storage, governance, and analysis. Given the growth in generated data, data analytics is widely used in different disciplines, such as healthcare [201], telecommunication [202], and smart cities [203]. Data analysis is a sub-component of data analytics. It involves processing and analyzing the incoming data to derive from the information they hold meaningful insights that help create effective decision-making [204]. In short, data processing is about changing the original form of the data to a more usable and desired form using approaches such as data extraction and data filtering. Analyzing the processed data allows discovering the hidden knowledge within the incoming data.

Due to the current need to analyze data in a timely manner, data analysis is transitioning from being offline (a.k.a. batch processing) to online (a.k.a. stream processing) [205]. Analyzing a high volume of data in real-time requires the use of Machine Learning [206,207]. This section describes data analysis workflows as well as Machine Learning with a focus on Deep Learning.

6.2.1 Data analysis workflow

The data analysis process consists of three main stages. Each stage provides a set of functionalities helping in the discovery of knowledge.
**Pre-processing stage:** it is an often neglected but essential step in the analysis process. It is responsible for preparing incoming data for analysis. The preparation tasks are specific to the incoming data, the goal of the data analytics application and the analysis algorithms used. This stage might include data cleansing functionalities and feature engineering [208]. The data cleansing transforms data to the appropriate shape and quality for analysis. It includes data filtering, merging, and others. Feature engineering allows the characterization of incoming data and the selection of the attributes to be used in the analysis. The extracted characteristics, such as data resolution, format, and size, contribute later to a better selection of the analysis pipeline.

**Analysis stage:** it is the stage of extracting the hidden knowledge from prepared data using appropriate algorithms. The selected algorithms depend on the analysis purpose and the type of the data (stream data/ historical data). The analysis tasks can classify objects, detect specific patterns, examine the dependency between attributes, predict future behaviors, etc. The algorithms used can include, among others, support vector machine (SVM) [209] and neural networks [210]. Section 6.2.2 presents briefly Machine Learning, in particular, Deep Learning.

**Post-processing stage:** it is responsible for processing the pieces of knowledge extracted from the analysis stage. Post-processing techniques are categorized into four classes [211]: knowledge filtering, interpretation and explanation, evaluation, and knowledge integration. ① *Knowledge filtering* corresponds to reduce the extracted knowledge and only keep those that are pertinent to the application’s goal; ② *interpretation and explanation* refer to make the results understandable for end-users and machines. If a machine receives the extracted knowledge, the post-processing stage needs to formalize the results in a way to be integrated by other machines. However, if the knowledge is to be received directly by end-users, techniques of documentation and visualization are used; ③ *evaluation* corresponds to evaluating the performance of the analysis using particular criteria such as the error rate, the accuracy, and the latency; ④ *knowledge integration* refers to combining the knowledge extracted from several analysis algorithms to obtain new and more accurate knowledge.

### 6.2.2 Intelligent data analysis

The intelligent data analysis represents the analysis workflows that use Artificial Intelligence (AI) to extract knowledge and predict future behavior. Artificial Intelligence is any technique that aims to create intelligent computers able to address problems
usually treated by humans [212]. Machine Learning is a subset of Artificial Intelligence techniques that enables computers to learn automatically from previous experiences and perform analysis tasks without or with little human intervention using learning algorithms [213]. Several Machine Learning algorithms exist, such as K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Neural Networks (NN), and others [214]. These algorithms require data to be structured. Structured data corresponds to quantitative data that can be stored in tables of relational databases such as names, addresses, and dates. Among these techniques, Neural Networks are widely used. They represent a collection of connected units (neurons) organized in three types of layers: input layers, hidden layers, and output layers. The neuron is a mathematical function that takes an input and produces an output. The number of hidden layers can vary from one layer (shallow NNs) to multiple layers (deep NNs) based on the analysis needs. The neural networks learn continuously from incoming data to provide better analysis results with future data. The learning becomes deeper when the data are more complex. Complex data correspond to a large volume of unstructured data without a uniform format holding hidden patterns and interrelated features such as images, videos, and audios. Discovering patterns and understanding the complex relationships between variables is accomplished through multi-layered Neural Networks.

Deep Learning is a subset of Neural Networks that only uses multi-layered Neural Networks to build more efficient decision rules [215]. Due to the large number of hidden layers, Deep Learning can derive high-level functions from unstructured input information such as text classification [216], object detection [217], and speech recognition [218]. Many Deep Learning algorithms exist; each has a different number, type, and shape of NN’s layers. An overview of several Deep Learning architectures is presented by Emmert-Streib et al. in [219], Lui et al. in [220] and van Veen in [210]. Among existing Deep Learning models, this chapter focuses on the “You Only Look Once YOLO” model as it is a part of the developed and implemented application use case. YOLO model is briefly presented in Section 6.2.3.

Deep Learning models exhibit higher analysis quality than traditional Machine Learning (a.k.a. shallow model) in most application scenarios such as music genre classification [221], landslide susceptibility assessment [222] and Predicting Cognitive Performance of Stroke Patients [223]. However, due to the high complexity of deep models, both their training and inference times are longer than those of shallow models. Thus, deploying intelligent data analysis into real-time data analytics systems requires the adoption of trade-off solutions between the latency and the accuracy of the analysis.
6.2.3 YOLO: You Only Look Once

Object detection consists of locating and understanding the objects located in digital images or videos. In the literature, two types of object detectors exist, one-stage detectors and two-stages detectors. The latter consists of accomplishing the detection task in two steps. First, it identifies the regions of interest within the image by scanning every location in it. A region of interest corresponds to boxes that might contain objects. Second, it adjusts the coordinates of identified boxes (so it better fits the detected objects) and classifies their detected objects. Due to the need to detect and classify objects in each box, two-stage detectors are considered slow and highly expensive in terms of computation. One of the popular two-stages detectors is Faster R-CNN, short for Faster Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks [224]. Furthermore, the one-stage detector consists of locating objects in images directly without scanning every location. Due to the one-step detection, one-stage detectors are considered time-efficient and can be used for real-time applications. You Only Look Once YOLO model is currently the best one-stage detector in Deep Learning as it outperforms existing detection models in terms of quality-speed [225]. Figure 6.1 shows the Venn diagram depicting the different areas of Artificial Intelligence and the YOLO model.

YOLO is a real-time object detection model based on Deep Learning. It detects and recognizes various objects and provides their class probabilities using a deep Neural Network called Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Since its creation in 2015, it has been used in several disciplines such as healthcare [226,227] and self-driving cars [228]. Four official versions of this model currently exist in the literature, and each version brought impressive improvements to the object detection field. Several variants of these

![Figure 6.1 – A Venn diagram representing areas of Artificial Intelligence and the “You Only Look Once YOLO” model (inspired by Janiesch et al. [213])](image)
versions are developed to meet different users’ needs, such as YOLO-tiny-MSC [229], Poly-YOLO [230], YOLO-Fine [231], and others. The application use case adopted in this chapter uses the YOLO version 4 (YOLOv4) for object detection.

### 6.3 Object Detection Use Case

This section presents an intelligent data analysis application based on Deep Learning. It defines the set of microservices in the application workflow and applies the proposed categorization approach presented in Section 5.5.1 to classify each task.

#### 6.3.1 Definition

The object detection use case is a time-sensitive application that identifies and locates objects in images or videos (sequence of images). Figure 6.2 shows the workflow of the object detection use case. As depicted in the figure, the workflow consists of 4 microservices:

1. **Resize** microservice is responsible for receiving incoming frames and modifying their resolution to suit the input data size of the following task. This service belongs to the pre-processing stage.

2. **YOLOv4-416** microservice is responsible for detecting objects in frames with resolution $416p$ using the YOLO model. It is a part of the analysis stage.

3. **YOLOv4-512** microservice is another microservice responsible for detecting objects in incoming frames using the YOLO model. Differently from **YOLOv4-416** microservice, this microservice analyses frames with resolution $512p$. It is a part of the analysis stage.

![Figure 6.2 – Workflow of an object detection Deep Learning application showing the stages, dataflow and tasks.](image)
4. **Draw** microservice is the last microservice in the workflow. It receives the frames and the analysis result from the analysis stage. It is responsible for marking the detected and identified objects on the frames and save them locally. This task belongs to the post-processing stage.

### 6.3.2 Tasks categorization

In Section 5.5.1, three categories of tasks were identified based on the resource requirements: Non-Intensive (NI), Low-Intensive (LI), and High-Intensive (HI) tasks. Based on our observations in deploying and running Deep Learning applications, tasks within a Deep Learning workflow can be classified as follows. The categorization of each task in the object detection use case is shown in Table 6.1.

- **In pre-processing and post-processing stages**: the tasks that do not manage their own database are considered NI. Database microservices are considered HI due to their storage demand. In the application use case, **Resize** microservice is considered as NI and **Draw** microservice as HI.

- **In the analysis stage**: the shallow Machine Learning models are LI. However, concerning Deep Learning models, their characteristics have an impact on their performance, such as their parameters and the number of Neural Network layers. In this work, we only consider the data resolution to categorize Deep Learning models. For each type of Deep Learning models in the analysis stage (YOLO, Faster RCNN, etc.), the lowest resolution task is considered LI. For example, in the object detection use case, YOLOv4-416 is considered LI, and YOLOv4-512 is considered HI.

Table 6.1 – The CPU, memory and storage requirements of the object detection use case. Legend: ◦: non-intensive; +: low-intensive; ++: high-intensive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resize</td>
<td>◦</td>
<td>◦</td>
<td>◦</td>
<td>◦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv4-416</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>◦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv4-512</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td>◦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw</td>
<td>◦</td>
<td>◦</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In practice, users need to specify in the description of the submitted Deep Learning workflow the type of each task (pre-processing, shallow, etc.). The system will then automatically assign each type to a category, as mentioned above.

6.4 System Modeling: The Case of Deep Learning

The general formulation of the proposed system and the latency/accuracy performance models were presented in Section 5.3 page 73. This section presents extra details on the system modeling in the context of Deep Learning applications.

Workflow Modeling. The application workflow \((W)\) is composed of 3 stages: Pre-processing stage \((Pr)\), Analysis stage \((A)\), and Post-processing stage \((Po)\). Each stage is composed of a set of microservices providing the required functionalities. Let \(F_{Pr} = \{m_{Pr}^i, 1 < i \leq x_{Pr}\}\), \(F_A = \{m_A^i, 1 < i \leq x_A\}\) and \(F_{Po} = \{m_{Po}^i, 1 < i \leq x_{Po}\}\) correspond to the set of microservices selected to provide the pre-processing, analysis, and post-processing functionalities, respectively. The workflow assigned to a user \(u\) can be presented as \(W_u = \{m_i\} = \{F_{Pr} \cup F_A \cup F_{Po}\}\). The analysis stage has \(Z\) Deep Learning models. These models can be of different types (Faster RCNN, YOLO, etc.) or the same type but support different input quality (YOLO416, YOLO512, etc.). Let \(D = \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_Z\}\) represent the set of models in the system and \(Q = \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_L\}\) the set of data qualities supported.

End-to-End Latency Model. In the context of Deep Learning, the end-to-end latency of a job \(J\) from a data source \(u\) corresponds to the time needed to complete all the stages of the data analytics workflow. Based on Chapter 5 page 76, the latency model is formulated as:

\[
T_{u}^J = \mu \cdot T_{reduce} + T_{Pr} + T_A + T_{Po},
\]

where \(T_{reduce}\) refers to the time required to reduce the job’s quality via the management microservice \(Reduce\) (see Figure 5.1 page 74). \(\mu\) is a binary value that indicates whether a data adaptation was needed for this data source or not. \(T_{Pr}, T_A,\) and \(T_{Po}\) correspond to the time spent in completing the microservices \(F_{Pr}, F_A\) and \(F_{Po}\) of the pre-processing, analysis, and post-processing stages, respectively. The latency of each stage is formulated as the sum of its microservices’ response time. Thus, the response
time of the processing stages are formulated as follows:

\[ T_{Pr} = \sum_{i=1}^{x_{Pr}} RT(m_{i}^{Pr}) \quad \text{where} \quad m_{i}^{Pr} \in F_{Pr} \]

\[ T_A = \sum_{i=1}^{x_{A}} RT(m_{i}^{A}) \quad \text{where} \quad m_{i}^{A} \in F_{A} \]

\[ T_{Po} = \sum_{i=1}^{x_{Po}} RT(m_{i}^{Po}) \quad \text{where} \quad m_{i}^{Po} \in F_{Po} \]

The response time of a microservice is defined as \(RT(m_i) = \alpha \cdot T_D + Trans(m_j, m_i) + T_E\). The transfer time of the job between the data producer and data consumer \(Trans(m_j, m_i)\) depends on the data size \(S\) (in Mbits) to be sent over the network (details in formula 5.3 page 77). In the object detection use case, the data size is given by \(S = \gamma \cdot (w \times h)\) with \((w, h)\) correspond to the width and height of the frame, and \(\gamma\) is the number of bits required to represent the information carried by one pixel. \(S\) might correspond to the original data size or the reduced size if the data quality adaptation was applied. Additionally, the execution time \(T_E\) depends on the throughput capacity of the chosen microservices (details page 77). In the analysis stage \(A\) of the Deep Learning workflow, the throughput depends on the chosen Deep Learning models and the quality of incoming data. As experimentally proved in [15] and [232], the models provide a slower analysis speed with high data quality than with low-quality data. In addition, [233] showed that with the same data, some Deep Learning models perform faster than others.

**Analysis Accuracy Model.** The analysis accuracy of the object detection use case corresponds to the detection accuracy of Deep Learning models. It is measured using the metric \(F1\_score\), a weighted average of the \(Precision\) and \(Recall\) evaluation metrics. It is presented as follows:

\[ F1\_score = 2 \times \frac{Precision \times Recall}{Precision + Recall}, \]

where \(Precision\) corresponds to the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations among the total predicted positive observations and \(Recall\) is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations among all observations. These metrics are formulated
as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Precision} &= \frac{TP}{(TP + FP)} \\
\text{Recall} &= \frac{TP}{(TP + FN)}
\end{align*}
\]

where True Positive (TP) refers to the total number of correctly detected objects; False Positive (FP) refers to the total number of incorrectly detected objects; finally, False Negative (FN) refers to the total number of undetected objects. The Intersection over Union (IoU) metric [234] is used to identify the TP, FP, and FN. IoU is a number from 0 to 1 that specifies the amount of overlap between the predicted and ground truth (i.e., actual) objects. If \( IoU \geq 0.5 \) and the label is accurate, the detection is TP. However, if \( IoU \geq 0.5 \) and the label is false, the detection is FP. In case the \( IoU < 0.5 \) and the label is accurate, the detection is FP.

It has been experimentally observed in [15, 232, 233] that the quality of incoming data and the chosen Deep Learning model impact the accuracy of the results. As showed in [15, 232], the relationship between accuracy and data quality is formulated as a concave exponential function of three coefficients \( E(q, d) = \alpha_1 d - \alpha_2 d \times e^{-q/\alpha_3 d} \). It reflects that a higher data quality \( q \) produces a better analysis accuracy, and the analysis accuracy gain decreases at a high quality. In this work, \( \{\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3\} \) are constant coefficients of a Deep Learning model \( d \).

### 6.5 Evaluation of Latency Optimization

The evaluation aims to show the impact of the proposed system on the end-to-end processing latency of the object detection use case (Figure 6.2) when dealing concurrently with incoming data. The use case is representative of the general Deep Learning problem as it deals with tasks of different categories and requires leveraging limited and heterogeneous resources to achieve real-time performance. This section presents the evaluation methodology and the results of a set of experiments. In addition, we discuss some insights and takeaways from the evaluation.

#### 6.5.1 Methodology overview

**6.5.1.1 Testbed**

The evaluation of the system is performed on the large-scale platform Grid'5000 [173]. It represents a distributed testbed designed to support experimental-driven research in
parallel and distributed systems. The experimental setup of the Edge-to-Cloud continuum consists of a total of 14 nodes in the nova cluster. Each node is originally equipped with two processors of 8 cores each, 64 GB memory, and 598 GB storage (HDD). Among the reserved nodes, there are 11 Edge nodes, 2 Fog nodes, and 1 Cloud node. The original node capacity is not entirely allocatable/available for Edge, Fog, and Cloud nodes. The allocatable capacity of each type of node is described in Table 6.2. The network connection between nodes of the same and different types has a delay and bandwidth as given in Table 6.3. The emulation of the continuum on Grid’5000 is achieved via the framework E2Clab [235]. It provides, among others, a network emulation feature that allows the specification of Edge-to-Cloud communication constraints (delay, loss, and bandwidth). In addition, it permits the virtualization of the cluster’s physical network to separate Edge, Fog, and Cloud nodes into independent virtual networks/subsets.

The system has 19 data sources on the Edge. They generate 25 frames per second in the default resolution of 512p. The frames are from the COCO2017 validation dataset [236] of size 1GB. It is an object detection dataset with 91 defined classes.

Table 6.2 – Resource capacity of Edge, Fog and Cloud nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>RAM (GiB)</th>
<th>Storage HDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>500GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3 – Delay and bandwidth of network connections between nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Average Delays(ms)</th>
<th>Uplink Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Edge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog-Fog</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud-Cloud</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Fog</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog-Cloud</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.1.2 Platform

The platform is built on top of Kubernetes 1.15. We implemented and deployed the object detection use case presented in Figure 6.3. The two object detector models in the analysis stage YOLOv4-512 and YOLOv4-416 are pre-trained on the COCO dataset and provide an accuracy $AP_{50}$ equals to 64.9% and 62.7%, respectively.
Based on the data-driven scheduling approach presented in this work, the mapping of the application use case on the available resources is as follows: Resize microservice on the Edge, YOLOv4-416 microservice on the Fog, and YOLOv4-512 and Draw microservices on the Cloud. The platform is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Since there are few tasks in the deployed object detection use case, each task can reserve the entire computing capacity of the node on which it is deployed. Regarding the two services placed on the Cloud, they share the resources by half. The Resize microservice has 11 instances distributed on all the Edge nodes, YOLOv4-416, YOLOv4-512, and Draw microservices have one instance each.

The system only supports two data qualities, 512p and 416p. Therefore, the data adaptation strategy consists of selecting whether the quality of data entering the system remains at 512p or should be reduced to 416p. Thus, due to the data quality adaptation strategy and the data-driven service discovery adopted, the deployed microservices constitute two possible processing workflows for system’s users:

- **Cloud-only** configuration: it uses the Resize service on the Edge for pre-processing, the YOLOv4-512 model, and Draw service located on the Cloud for the analysis and post-processing stages, respectively. Data sources assigned to this pipeline are those generating data of quality 512p.

- **Fog-only** configuration: it uses the Resize service on the Edge for pre-processing, the YOLOv4-416 model on the Fog for the analysis, and the Draw service located on the Cloud for the post-processing stage. Data sources assigned to this pipeline are those with adapted data of quality 416p.

The system evaluation consists of four experiments in total, each running for 20 minutes. Experiments 1 and 2 use all system data sources generating data in the default frame rate and resolution. Experiments 3 and 4 use only one data source. The purpose of these experiments is to measure the average makespan and accuracy of the

---

**Figure 6.3** – The distribution of the Deep Learning object detection use case across the Edge-to-Cloud continuum.
Deep Learning object detection use case during runtime with and without the latency-accuracy trade-off solution. In experiments 1 and 3, no data adaptation strategy is used. As a result, the quality of generated data stays equal to $512 \times 512$. Due to that, all data sources are assigned to the pipeline with a Cloud-only analysis configuration. However, in the second experiment, the data adaptation strategy was used once. Among all data sources, the quality of the generated data by only 1 data source is reduced to $416 \times 416$. So, unlike the rest, this data source is assigned to the pipeline with the Fog-only analysis configuration. In experiment 4, the data adaptation strategy is applied to the single data source used. Results of these experiments are presented in Section 6.5.2.

### 6.5.2 Evaluation results

Figure 6.4 shows the average system makespan variation with 19 data sources with and without using the data adaptation. In experiment 1, without any data adaptation, the system takes up to around 5.7 hours to analyze the data generated by 19 data sources during a 20 minutes test. However, in experiment 2, when applying the data adaptation strategy on one data source, the average system makespan was reduced to around 2.6 hours. The gain in the average system makespan between experiments 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 6.5. Results show that using the data adaptation strategy when dealing with high load helped accelerate the system analysis up to 54.4% ($\approx$3.1 hours).

Figure 6.4 – With 19 data sources, the system makespan with data adaptation in experiment 2 is lower than in experiment 1, where no trade-off solution is used.
Figure 6.5 – Up to 54.4% gain in average system makespan between experiment 2 (with data adaptation) and experiment 1 (without data adaptation).

Figure 6.6 shows the variation of average system F1-score with and without the data adaptation strategy. Results show that system accuracy decreased from 71.19% to 63.82% after reducing the quality of one data source from $512 \times 512$ to $416 \times 416$. The system accuracy remains higher than the default accuracy threshold fixed to 50%. The obtained system accuracy depends mainly on the models used. In this work, the accuracy results are for the pre-trained YOLOv4 models.

Figure 6.6 – With 19 data sources, average system accuracy decreased in experiment 2 (with data adaptation) compared to experiment 1 (without data adaptation). Despite this, it remains higher than a fixed threshold equals to 50%.
Figure 6.7 shows the average system makespan of a single data source with and without using the data quality adaptation strategy. In experiment 3, without any data adaptation, the system takes up to around 1 hour to analyze all the data generated by the single data source. However, when applying the data adaptation strategy in experiment 4, the average system makespan is around 1.3 hours.

Figure 6.7 – With a single data source, the average system makespan with data adaptation in experiment 4 is higher than in experiment 3, where no trade-off solution is used.

6.5.3 Discussion

During the system evaluation, we observed that when the Fog-Cloud network is constrained due to high load, the Edge-only configuration for analysis pipelines can be an interesting approach, as it is shown in experiment 2. However, if no high load in the system as in experiments 3 and 4, the Cloud of 10Gbps bandwidth performs better in terms of makespan than the Edge-only pipeline configuration. This indicates that, for Deep Learning applications, applying the data adaptation strategy to maximize the utility function is only possible when the Fog-Cloud network performance is constrained. Otherwise, the Cloud-only pipeline configuration is the better choice in terms of average system makespan.
6.6 Conclusion

Deep Learning applications are among the emerging applications facing challenges in meeting their real-time requirements when dealing with multiple data sources and limited resources of heterogeneous capabilities. This chapter illustrated the viability of the proposed data quality and workflow management strategies presented in Chapter 5 by implementing and deploying an object detection use case on Grid’5000. Evaluation results showed a gain in average system makespan reaching up to 54.4% compared to a Cloud-only pipeline configuration in a multi-user scenario with an analysis accuracy remaining higher than a fixed threshold.
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7.1 Summary

The development of devices and network technologies is driving the evolution of current applications towards processing generated data to extract information capable of strengthening businesses, academia, and the quality of human life. Among emerging applications, Deep Learning applications present expectations of near-real-time processing to maintain the effectiveness of their results. The need to guarantee the latency requirement has changed the application and infrastructure designs traditionally adopted to deliver services close to data sources while ensuring their computing needs. Running Deep Learning applications on current infrastructures has several challenges. This thesis focused on three challenges related to the applications, data producers, and infrastructures:

1. Decoupled and heterogeneous services. Emerging microservice-based applications are designed as a set of independent services managed by different entities and not designed to work together automatically. In addition, several
implementations exist for the same functionality where each provides a particular Quality of Service, accepts specific data input, and often does not have explicit identifiers. Therefore, the ability to discover available services by their identifiers is not guaranteed, and the selection of one implementation over the other can impact the real-time performance of applications.

2. **Fluctuating incoming load.** The number of data producers is dynamic where new data sources can join the system and others leave. These data sources can have different data characteristics (such as resolution and type). Dealing with multiple users generating data concurrently increases the latency of deployed applications. Thus, with the fluctuating load during runtime, there is no guarantee of the real-time requirement.

3. **Heterogeneous and distributed infrastructures.** Existing infrastructure designs consist of geographically distributed resources with different computing and bandwidth capacities. Additionally, Deep Learning applications consist of processing tasks with different computing and network requirements. Therefore, deploying the processing tasks of Deep Learning applications on heterogeneous resources impact their processing latency.

This thesis addressed the challenges mentioned above to create a system for Deep Learning applications in distributed infrastructures through several contributions. Section 7.2 describes the contributions made in this thesis. Then, in Section 7.3, we discuss the perspectives that our research opens.

### 7.2 Contributions

#### 7.2.1 Designing scalable data-driven service discovery system

Traditional service discovery approaches look up the location of specific services using their identifiers. Adopting traditional discovery approaches in current microservice-based applications is inefficient as it prevents discovering the microservices without identifiers and selecting the appropriate implementations that fit users’ needs. In addition, existing approaches to reduce the impact of fluctuating load on the applications consist of scaling services based on metrics related to infrastructure or application without considering traffic heterogeneity. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we studied the
challenges of discovering microservices based on incoming data rather than services identifiers while guaranteeing a Quality of Service, even with fluctuating load, using data-related metrics.

**Data-driven service discovery framework**

Chapter 3 presented a data-driven service discovery approach that allows data producers (external users or microservices) to discover the functionalities provided without the need for redevelopment. The proposed approach is built on a data-centric microservices description and a Peer-to-Peer data-driven architecture to ensure the system’s resiliency and cover wide geographical areas. We described in detail the steps of the discovery using an illustrative example.

**Data-driven microservice adaptation scheme**

Chapter 4 presented an adaptation scheme that scales deployed microservices according to the load. Unlike existing scaling approaches, this approach manages microservices by data type. The increase of load with specific data characteristics triggers a scale out of microservices targeted by this load. However, the microservices designed to work with other data types are not affected. Similarly, a drop in the load triggers a decrease in the capacity of targeted microservices to prevent the misuse of the system’s resources. Since the system’s computing capacity is limited, it might resort to load shedding in order to prevent performance degradation.

**Integration into the Istio Service Mesh project**

Leveraging a Service Mesh abstracts the complexity of microservices interactions. However, existing Service Mesh projects do not support the data-driven discovery approach. In Chapter 4, we integrated the proposed discovery framework into the *Istio* Service Mesh project [91]. We conducted a set of experiments to evaluate the proposed framework on *Grid’5000* [173]. Results showed that the platform could adapt and maintain an acceptable system latency and percentage of accepted requests during runtime. In addition, the system is effectively using the system resources by adapting the reserved resources according to the load.

**7.2.2 Leveraging a latency-accuracy trade-off approach**

Only adopting scaling and load shedding algorithms to manage the latency of Deep Learning applications is insufficient when dealing with limited resources of heteroge-
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neous capabilities and a high volume of incoming data. Hence, there is a need to adopt data and workflow management approaches. Existing work tends to target these two aspects independently, rarely manages the entire Deep Learning workflow, and lacks general formulations of proposed approaches. Chapter 5 targeted these limitations by presenting a system design that enables trade-offs between the time and quality of data processing. The system was then validated in Chapter 6 in the context of Deep Learning using an object-detection use case.

Latency-accuracy trade-off approach based on tasks categorization

Chapter 5 presented a general formulation of a latency-accuracy trade-off method that combines a data quality adaptation and workflow scheduling approaches. The quality adaptation approach selects the data quality configuration for existing data sources. The selected qualities provide the fastest workflow processing latency without an accuracy violation. The workflow scheduling approach relies on the use of constrained resources located at the Edge, the Fog, and the powerful Cloud nodes. The scheduling priorities are specified using a task categorization strategy based on the functionality provided and the accepted data quality.

Experimental evaluation in the context of Deep Learning

We conducted an experimental evaluation on the testbed Grid’5000 to validate the proposed trade-off method on a Deep Learning application use case. The evaluation methodology and results are presented in Chapter 6. The evaluation results showed a gain in average system makespan reaching up to 54.4% when using the proposed trade-off method compared to a Cloud-only workflow configuration in a multi-user scenario. During the evaluation, the application accuracy remains higher than a fixed threshold.

7.3 Perspectives

Our work opens several perspectives. In this section, we discuss the most promising ones, which, if addressed, will extend the capability of data-driven management in current systems.

Dynamic Latency-accuracy trade-off approach

Chapter 5 presented a latency-accuracy trade-off approach based on a combination of a data quality adaptation and a workflow scheduling strategies. The proposed approach
is static, as the number of reserved resources (Edge, Fog, and Cloud nodes) and the complexity of incoming data are fixed during runtime. In addition, the adaptation strategy presented in this work and in the majority of existing online configuration approaches [100,101] are triggered periodically. During runtime, in each time period, the system checks whether a reconfiguration is needed. However, in real-life deployments, the infrastructures are dynamic where new nodes can join the network, and others leave. Additionally, the content of incoming data is continuously changing and the more complex it is, the more resources are needed. For example, in the object detection use case defined in Chapter 6, images can have different sizes and numbers of objects. Therefore, analyzing images with one detected object of large size is less resource-intensive than processing an image with 100+ small objects. Thus, in practice, even though periodic approaches help optimize the system performance, they cannot prevent the performance degradation that might happen within the specified period. Also, using short periods is not efficient due to the high computing cost of the profiling process [180]. Therefore, designing approaches to cope with the dynamicity of current environment is required.

**Resource assignment tool for data-driven workflows**

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 presented and demonstrated a task categorization strategy. In this strategy, the amount of computing resources assigned to each task category are predefined based on our observations during the evaluation of the Deep Learning application. An interesting research direction is the design of a resource assignment tool for Deep Learning workflows. It considers incoming data, type of tasks, and resource heterogeneity to generate a resource assignment plan. Furthermore, this tool can leverage artificial intelligence techniques to select an optimal resource assignment plan providing the best analysis performance. This tool can be integrated into our system to automatically distribute workflows on heterogeneous resources with minimum resource waste.

**Control plane for Edge-to-Cloud Continuum**

The Edge-to-Cloud continuum is a promising design for emerging applications. While significant research and development exist at specific places along this continuum, few existing approaches include the entire computing continuum as a collective whole [18]. Thus, the Edge-to-Cloud continuum did not establish concrete maturity yet due to the lack of management tools. The extreme heterogeneity in the resources and ap-
plications requires the design of a control plane able to balance the requirements of deployed applications with what is possible in practice using trade-off strategies. This control plane must be external to the applications’ deployments. This thesis focuses on the latency-accuracy trade-off to manage the latency constraint. However, for most emerging applications, other trade-off solutions are also required to deal with other performance constraints such as accuracy-energy consumption trade-off, energy-latency trade-off, and/or cost-latency trade-off, among others.

**Leverage hybrid nanoservice/microservice applications**

In data-driven management, extracting early insights from data before being transferred across the continuum is a key for performance optimizations in emerging applications. However, deploying processing services near data producers is hampered by the constrained resource capacity at the Edge of the network and the stack of resources (CPU, memory, storage, and others) required by microservices. The concept of nanoservice is a recently emerging paradigm to build applications in Cloud-based systems with constrained resource capacity. While the microservice is defined as a single “functionality” within the application, the nanoservice is emerging as a lightweight microservice dedicated to performing a “single-purpose granular operation” [237]. In the literature, the boundary of an operation is either logical [238] or physical [239] and requires fewer resources stack than normal microservices. Hence, designing approaches that leverage nanoservices- and microservices-based workflows can increase the processing capabilities at the edge of the network.
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